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ABSTRACT

Work done in this report cover.• the prenaration and evaluation of
eleven alloy deposits. Methods and solutions used for the preparation
of both co-deposits and diffused coatings are listed. Results of "Wet-
Dry" exposure tests. x-r s diffractio.. notential - time data nf vmrlnis,

coatings have been tabulated. A graphicul system for the better irterpre-
tation and rating of the f YWet-Dry" test was dc; lped. Margarese-zinc
alloy diffusion type coatirgs of 50% mangarese and 5V% zirc composition
exhibited the most promisirg corrosion protcction prop-rties of the
various coatings investigated. Seventy-two nanels were preoared and
are being tested in outdoor exposure in northern Florida in order to
evaluate the corrosion protection afforded by mangar ese 3rd mangarese-
zinc coatings as compared to zinc, zirc chromated, and cadmium coatings
It is believed that a co-deposited zinc-s'lver coating C' 25% silver
merits further investigation. Also further studies of corrosion pro-
ducts should yield information enabling the design of an alloy coating
of maximum protection.
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OBJECTIVES FUR ThL AOJECT

The ultimate obJectivc i5 tu develop electrodeposited coatings

which will 'rovide better protectjs, for aircrtft sLeel pArts than does zsnc

or cadmium piate, particularly in tropical regions.

Two years have been spent in partial attainment of this

objective, and tne results have been reported. (See tinal Report,

dated November 30, 19,71 and Finai Report, dated June 28, 1919)o

Under the present contract, the objectives were&

(1) Continuation of work on zinc-silver, zinc-lead, and zinc-

tin alloy platings.

(2) Meuaurmaent of electrode potentials of manganeae-tin,

manganese-zinc, and manganese-copper alloys in 3% 5odium

chloride solintion, distilled water, and C%-eaturated

water. This assumed that the alloys would be eleotro-

¶epolited. Any of tne alloys shaming favorable potentials

were to be exposed in the "wet-dry" cabinet. (The

manianese-nickel system is also included here, insofar as

the plating investiLation is concerned. Potential

measurements on cast :aanianese-ndckel alloys had been

completed.)

(3) Investigatioc of methods for obtaining good edheetmc at

riwainum depoetst cr steel, using aluminum-plati

methods which had a2ready been developed.

(4) Investigation of methods for depositing zinc-chrumia,

cadmium-chromium, and cadmium-mani-anese alloys. Those

which could be deposited aid show favorable potentials were

to be exposed in the "wet-dry" test&

($) Uutcloor exposure oa alloy cudtfLta ... ii..; ic c='ro--e.tc

resistance in the prelimi.ary testse This was to be done at

the Battelle rorth Florida Research Zxposure Station, if,

and as, time permitted during the contrbct period.



(6) Investigation of other pure metals or alloys showing

promise as substitutes for zinc and cadmium. The only

metal in this catagory is molybdenumo Its potential

is such that it wiould have to be alloyed with zinc,

cadmium, or manganese.

IPTRODUC TI CN

The experimental approach used in attainin& the foregoing

objectives was somewhat different than visualized for the project at

the start.,

After a time it became apparent that codeposition studies were

consuming too much time in proportioa to the benefits derivs4,and that

preparation of alloy coatings on steel would probably be expedited by

using diffusion methods. For this reasaimuch of the effort was centered

on obtaining alloy coatings by diffusion heat treatuenta of alterat&-

layers of pure-metal plates.

Less emphasis was placed on potential measuremat " sWhere the

coatings were readily prepared, it was thought better to test then

immediately in the "wet-dry" cabinet. Potential and current-density

measurements were used extensively during the first and second years

of work and were useful in separating good prospects from the poor ones*

It will be recalled, however, that in the earlrork, cast alloy

specimens, rather than coatings, were used,

jiethods for depositing aluminum from nonaqueous organic

solutions were developed here on a project sponsored by the Navy. A

AFTR 5692 Suppl 2



study of methods for improving the adhesion of aluminum to steel was

planned, This study was contingent upon the Navyro cnntinuing the project,

but the prcject was closed. The amount of effort for continuing the

work under this project would >ave been greater than that allotted in

view of the other lines of investigation that had to be carried orne

For this reasonthe investigation of aluminum plate adherence was not

begun,

This report is a Final Report in the sense. that it represents

the completion of a phase of an overall investigation. The work to be

accomplished during this phase was set forth in the contract whicl.

authorized this project. Recently a supplemental contract has been

entered into,wihich authorizes outdoor testing of protective coatings

described later in this report, and an investiatiqp of mothhod for

electrodepoaition of certain binary manganeae-alloysa

RESULTS AOCCitiPLSHa)

An alloy coating containing 5C0, manganese and £0X zinc wa

promise ,s a protective material for steel*., This alloy is superior

to pure zinc as a protective coatizz when exposed in the "wet-d Z

cabinet". The coating was prepared by heat treating a duplex coating

of manganese and zinc electroplates so as to cause interdiffusin, The

alloy has an advantage over pure manganese in that the corrosion products

appear to be less bulky and are more adherent.

plated .. anels. di.cu.... cd ... cre~n -ad an 'J*&ZJ i"J.•OV steel badis for
plating, as shown in Appendix I.

See Appendix I for description.

AFTR 5692 Suppl 2 3



Lianganese and tin were codepositel from a tartrate-oxalo Le bath,

but the reproducibilit.y in plate composition was poor1 The study of

manganese-tin alloys containing 40% to,60%C manganese was continued with

diffusion coatings- These alloys showed better inherent corrosion

resistance than pure manganese, since the characteristic brown corrosion

products developed more 6lowly on the alloy, Pure manganese gave a higher

egree of cpcrifla protection.

A peculiar phenomenon was observed with the- manganese-tin

diffusion alloys. After standing at room temperature for five or more

days, a gray powder formed on the surface. X-ray diffraction tests

showed that the povder was tin, but not gray tin. No explanation was

found for this apparent "disintegration" of the diffusion alloy.

Attempts were made to prepare a sound codeposit of zinc and

silver, first ubing an iodide solution, and second using a thiosulfate

solution. Both zinc and silver were found in the deposit which was

powdery and nonadherent.

Zinc-silver alloy coatings prepared by diffusion showed

extremely poor resistance in the "wet-dry? test. This is thought

to be due to a small amount of free silver in the coating, It is

believed that, if the coating can be prepared so as to eliminate

the free silver, a resistant coating will result in accordance With

expectations from the potential measurements and weight-loss measurements

on cast zinc-silver alloys.
Codeposits of manganese and nickel were obtained from "olutlona

containing arnonium salts. The manganese content was very low, however.

:PFR 5692P uppl ? 4



Some evidence of diffusion was found after heat treating manganese

and nickel duplex plates, After a twenty-one-hour heat treatment, the

identification of pure nickel and pure manganese was questionable and a

strbng pattern of iron and an unknown phase ' .. found.

Sli~ht evidence of tne interdiffusion of zinc and chromium

electroplates was fcund. The only X-ray data available were obtained

here from sane low-chromium castings. The lack of complete X-ray

data was a handicap.

No interdiffusion was detected of cadmium and chroamium or of

manganese and cadmium electroplates.

No work was done on manganese-copper alloys, because it had

been mutually agreed to defer this_ until% the Navy tests on the same

subject were complete.

Work supported at Battelle by the Tin Research Institute, Inc.,

overcame previous difficulties with zinc-tin alloy plating, Revised

directions for using the zinc-tin bath are given in Appendix I.

Experiments on the codeposition of zinc and lead resulted in non-

adherent1 coarsely crystalline deposits containing mostly lead.

Zinc-nickel-coated ("corronized") 4130 steel panels were ezpos-e

in the "wet-dry" test, in which they rusted fairly rapidly, As the

nickel content increased from 25% to 50%, the advance of rusting became

slower.

Cadmium-tin diffusion coatings, and also cadmium-tin codeposited

coatings (both types containing about 50% cadmium) were exposed in the

"wet-dry" cabinet. These coatings are comparable to pure cadmium coatingsv

with the codeposited alloy being somewhat better.

AFTR 5(92 &dPD1 2 5



Catdiium-silver codeposited coatings rusted early in the "wet-

dry" test, but subsaquent rusting progressed slovily. This alloy was

slightly inferior- to pure cadmium in the "wet-dry" test. Jeight-loss

measurements on cast cadmium-silver specimensafter exposure in the

"wet--dry" testshowed the alloy to have about the same resistance as pure

cadm ýur.

Altlhrrirh rine ^f tim ra^niAc4+ce n- P~ ,hk.nt Votn~v~c4

it give sacrificial protection, some thought was given to the non- -

sacrificial type of coating. An iron-chromium alloy containing 6% iron

has been developed here (under a separate government sponsorship).

The alloy plate does not have the usual cracks associated with chromium

deposits. Necause the coating could conceivably give envelope-type

protection, it wias tested in the "wet-dry" cabinet. The iron-chromium

alloy, however, was no better than the chromium-plated panels which were

exposed at the same time.

The effect of light nitriding of the steel surface prior to

pure zinc plating was studied. The nitrided panels showed no significant

improvement over the unnitrided panels.

A proposed graphical system for rating coatings after exposure

in the "wet-dry" test is described. The method involves a graphical

integration of time and extent of corrosion. It represents a first

attempt to obtain a single number which describes t4 ;e relative corrosion

resistance.

The manganese-zinc corrosion products were studied by means of

X-ray diffraction. Only manganese oxides w;ere detected. The type of

oxide appears to be related to the compositio., of the alloy.

AFTR 5692 iuppl 2 6



Seventy-two coated hi30 steel panels, for outdoor exposure at

the B3ttelle Nor-th FlorLda Research Station, were prepared. Pure

manganese, ;.anganese-zinc, and zinc-tin coatings aill be tested in

comparison with pure zinc, zinc plus chromate, and pure cadmium, Three

thicknesses, 0.1 mill, 0.3 milt, and 0.5 mill were prepared for each

type of coating.

DISCUSSION OF ESSRNTIAL DATA

Zinc-Silver Alloy Coatings

Introduction

Measurement of dynamic potentials and corrosion-current density

of cast alloys previously had shown that a zinc-silver alloy con-

taining 25% silver held promise for improved corrosion resistance

in comprison with pure. zinc. (See Final R!port, dated June. 289 19494)

This was further substantiated by weight-loss measurements on cast alloy

specimens exposed in the "wet-dry" cabinet. The 25% silver alloy lost

less weight in the test than either zinc or cadmium. (See Final Report,

dated June 28, 19h9.) Experiments were then started on the preparation

of alloy coatings by electrodeposition.

Experiments on the Codeposition of Zinc and Silver

These experiments were started during the second year of work

wI- this LW'ojact."- Accordin.g to oa-cu-a-vs 'see T..aWL ILL n

June 23, 1949), the deposition potentials of zinc and silver could be

brought closer together by complexing the silver as a complex iodide*

AFTIt `)6()2 6ul -,] 2t 7



This would reduce the silver inn concentration, makin; its deposition

potuat~al wore neg;tive'. By using a high concentration of zinc

i odld3 (Which does not form a complex in iodide solutions),the zinc

depob-itton potential would become somewhat more positive.,

Potential measurements in solutions containing the single ions,

zinc or silver, demonstrated that such a change took place, iven with
the siall Amm'n-t ofr 4*u÷4^r dU to lo &• uurrujnt, the

deposition potentials were not close enough so that codeposition could

be predicted.

il-en the ions were present in the same solution, codeposition

did occur, possibly indicating increased polarization of the silver.

The codeposition experiments are described in Table 20, Appendix I.

in reneralthe codeposits from the iodide solutions were

characterized by a rough and powdery surface* The deposits were not

rough from the very beginning. A thin flash-plate was obtained before

the roughness would begin. Raub and ..ulhorstVusing a cyanide

solution, and ?ood and Saunders***,using a cyanide-hydrazide solution,

also were able to get only flash platesfollovued by increasing roughness.

A number of additional agents were tried without improving the

deposit. (See Table 20, Appendix I.)

*
The convention as to the sign of the potential is the one adopted by
the Electrochemical Society, where the active end of the electromotive-
force series is negative.

b.etallforsahing 2, 33 (M9W?).

"A Study of Silver-Zinc Coatings for Steel Ylbtware", PReport to V;ar
t;etallurgy Board, :..arch i, .h03.



The first exyeriments were run at 85*F. Increasing-.the

temperature to 177"F. caused the deposit to become "worse. Lowering

the temperature to 40OF. seemed to improve the deposits, but they

still ware not acceptable as coatings.

The plate composition is quite sensitive to current density.

Figure 1 shows this relationship.

The powdery deposits were at first bfieved due to a silver

immersion plate which formed aftet the initial deposit of alloy. The

alloy, being more active than s-ilver, displaces silver from the

solution, This view has been discarded and for reasonsadiscussed

later in this section,

Because of the thought that immersion plating was rpsponsible

for the poor deposits, new complexing agents were sought.

The first of these was the silver ethylene thiourea complex.

The complex is easily formed from ethylene thiourea and silver nitrate.

It is soluble in water and silver deposits waere obtained at 15 amps./sq.ft.

and 8OrF. Static-potential measurements in this solution resulted in

values about 200 millivolts more electropositive than those in iodide

solutions. This indicated that the silver was not complexed enougjh to

obtain ths desired shift in depoqition potential.

Tyridine showed insufficient power as a complexing agent. Silver

in pyridine was oxidized to a divalent form by persulfate, but this

complex was also weak, the silver being displaced easily.

During an invmstigation for another sponsor, it was found tha.t,

if a solkticrt of silver nitrate in dry acetonitrile was treated with

dry anmonia gas, a precipitate formed which -,as presumably a silver

;T'I( 5,'i' i:I' "
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complex. Te so1 ution was then saturated with respect to this silver

complex. Zinc did. not displace silver from such a solution as long as

no water ;:as present. A deposit of black colloidal silver was obtained

on passage of a curtent. This solution did n-ot appear to hold practical

possibilities and 'whe investigation was dis ontinued.

Static-potential mneasurements on t1e silver thiosulfate complex

indicated it to be only slightly less favorable than the iodid complaX,

being 20omillivO.jVts less negative., With a current of one amp./sq.ft.,

silver sulfide was produced at the cathode and the cathode-potential

value changed from -0414 volts to -1.10 volts. This large change in

potential resulted from the great reduction of silver ions adjacent to

the cathode when the silver precipitated as Ag2S Cth<.quiibriuz
4'1

constant for Ag2S ia 1.0 x 1o-51). A study of the literature revealed

that if certain precautions were taken the precipitation could be avoided@

Hickman*,et al.,defined the awiditionas.

Hickman recommended that the solution be acidlo, that sulfite

and gelation be present, and that rapid agitation be used. The directions
C')

were followed in solutions containing both zinc and silver. Spongy

nonadherent deposits containing both silver and zinc resulted. Sulfur

was also found in the deposit, although less of it deposits if gelatin

is present.

During these experiments, silver was easily displaced by a

more active znetalsuch as zinc,from a thiosulfate complex, but if zinc

is present no displacement occurred. Cn electrolyzing the solution,

an unsatisfactory deposit resulted. This cast doubt on the earlier

*Ind. Eng. Chem., 2_, 202 (1933).
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observation that the poor zinc-silver depoaits were probably caused by N

a simultaneous immersion deposit. Another factor which made the

immersion theory utatenable-is that increasing the current density aid

not improve the deposits.

Because of time limitations and the desirability of producing a

satisfactory z:4 crsilver alloy coating within the contract period, the

,pedeposition work was discontinued in fav6t of preparation by diffusion*

.. e wsly Lo the tkin.-allver alloys, but wherever

this method of preparation was practicable and could save time in

studying other alloy coatings.o

Experiments on Zinc-Silver Alloy Coatings by Diffusion N"

In general, the preparation of alloy coatings by diffusion

consisted of plating Metal A on the steel panels, plating Metal B over

ietal A, thus forming a duplex plate, and then heating them to a suffi-

cently high temperature tiat interdiffusion occurred. The alloy

composition was controlled by the relative amounts of A and B which were

deposited. The heat treating can be done in an inert-gas atmosphere,

in air, or in an oil bath. The choice depended on the temperature and

the chemical properties of the metals.

The initial experiments with duplex plates of zinc and silver

disclosed that interdiffusion of 4inc aid silver took place at 7O*F.,

in a purified-nitrofgen atmosphere to prevent'oxidation. The extent of

diffusion was determined, in these ea'rly experiments, by nicroexamnination,

Subsequent use of X-ray diffraction for examination of the di ff sinn

AFT-. 55 Juppi P "



specimens expedited the workbecause relatively thin cc-Mtings, could be

used (0.3 znil,as compared with 2 to U mils for microexamination)., and

tht spctlldos r6quired uu apecJal ypreparation, such as was necessary

for jacrooxamination, Ex.periwoent, rtth_ duplex plates with a total

thicknos3 of 0,3 mil demcrn-t-r~tfd that diffusion could be brought

about in one hour at 5007o

-•---•-------- ------ best in areoaring the duplex deposits, to

plate the silve4 ' directly on the eteel and then zinc plate. Silver

does not diffuse into steel at temperatures (5009F.-8000F.) which cause

interdiffusion of zinc and salver. There was a possibility that zinc

would, if deposited first, diffuse into the steel. Thus, a zinc-silver

afloy coating low in zinc would result. If sufficient zinc was

"robbed" by the steel, the coating might not provide sacrificial

protection for the steel.

However, when silver was plated directly on the steel (using

a single strike solution and a regular plating bath, but no special pre-

treatment), it blistered during heat treatment. Therefore, duplex

coatings were prepared- with the zinc next to the steel. The total

thickness was 0.0003 inch (the thickness previously chosen as standard

for the "wet-drt exposure test), and the respective weights were such

as to Live a resultant aslil of 25% silver content. The coatings were

heat treated in a purified-nitrogen atmosphere for one hour at 500F.

Observation of the coatings, followinj heat treatment, showed them to

have changed in color from silvery white to a blue gray, This alone

was indicativo vf diffusion Li_,ving taken place. The coating was

wrinkled along thn edges of the specimens but no breaks were apparent.



X-ray diffraction measurements showed the desired epsilon phase

(see constitution diagram, p. 1155, American Society for ±±etals Handbook,

1943) to be present and also a small amount of free silver (estimated to

be, at most, a few per cent).

The static potential of one of the specimens was measured in

three per cent sodium chloride solution. The values are given in Table ij

The results show that diffunion tnnk nD!•he T? 4l4•tcn- b•,d not tzkn

place or had been incomplete, the potentials would have been more

electropositive. ,s

The valuetfor 60 minutes is some hipidred millivolts more

negative than that to•te tke cast alloys of the same 'oompoaition.- (See

Final Report dated November 30, 1917, pP. 14.) At 120 minutes and beyond,

the potential is-equal-to that of the cast alloy.

After 330 minutes in the salt solution, the panel showed only

a trace of corrosion products. The coating flaked at the edges, and

beneath it was pbserved a thin silver-like layer so that the steel was

not exposed. This may be a silver or silVer-rich layer, but'the reason

for its being found on the steel is unknown. X-ray diffraction measure-

ments detected a small amount of zinc-iron alloy in one of the specimens

where the zinc wis plated first. This was undesirable for reasons

stated aboveo

The remaining alternative was to plate the silver on the steel

first, so the problem of producing adherent silver deposits directly on

S.A.E. 4130 steel was taken up oare more. Success came easily. U. S.

Patent 2,431,947 described an anodic trcatment in phospnoric acid solu-

tion .which purportedly caused a strong b~nd to be formed between the

"iETH 5692 'uppl 2 ih



TABLE l. POTENTIAL-TIME DATA FCR ZINC-SILVER
DIFFUSION ALLOY (No. h557-56A),
CUNTAININU 25 ?..R CS'i'i on.a .P.. A

THREE PER CWIT SODIUIM CHLORIDE SOLUTIQI
AT 906F., SATURATED-CALOEiEL SCALE. VALUES
IN VOLTS.

Elapsed ,kapsed
Time Timer

(Hime Potential I Ln. Potential

Ir 1 -,4M02 120 -0,9111

10 -1,03 150 -o. .- 6

20 -.1027 180 -0.922

30 -1.030 210 -0.919

ho -1.030 300 -0.912

50 -1.031 330 .-0.913

60 -1.030

AFTit ;J)92 Supn, 1



steel and silvar A trial of the knethod shcwed the claims,-to be valid*

The anodic treatment etched the steel uniformly, leavinE, a carbon smut

on the surface, which was easily removed Liy brushing in a stream of

tap water. '•he adherence of the silver was tested jy heatinM the specimens

at 5oO*F. for an hour. No separation of the silver from the steel

occurred. Previously, electropolishing had been tried as a pretreatment.

but the silver did not adhere. Apparently, a satisfactory mechanical

hnn.A a.........it t• hu uhed wuriace. Details of the anodic treatment

are given in Appendix I.

A series of panels was prepared writh a 0.0003-inch-thick z*-_

silver diftsion alley containing approximately 25% silver. Details

of the electrodeposition are given in the experimental section and in

Appendit I.

The X-ray results and the heat-treating data are given in

Table 2* Characteristic photograms for," type of costing are shown

in Figure 8*, Appendix II. Specimen 634, 6S;A, and 72A showed the

epsilon phase and silver to be present as Ziven in photogram type B,

Figure 8, Free silver was estimated as being present to the extent of

2 to 3%. The necessary data for phase identification have been worked

out by Owen and Pickup". The epsilon phase has a hexagonal close-

packed structure with a range in ao from 2.81 to 2.82 Ar-,G$ aO variem

from 4,35 to 4.47 A as the silver content varies from 20 to 46 weigt

per cent. The cell dimenskzs of the compound identified in these
'i

three specimens correspond'to an alloy containing between 20 and )0%

silver.
*The relative intensities in Figure 8 are estimated relative iatensities

for each photogram (with an exception), but can not be carried from one
to another. The exception is the photogram for the zinc-silver epsilon
phase. Here the relative intensities are represented as all being equal,
because no intensity data were available.

.toc. Roy. 3oC., ,. 1"0, ;,±! (19111
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Specimen 65A, which was heated in mineral oil at [OOOF. for 2

hours, showed some free zinc at one location on the sample (see photoGram

type A, Yiiure 8, Apnendix II). No explanation is imown for the fact that

-65A had free zinc in one nlace and not another. The presence of an

extra line at 2.27X might be attributed to the existence in this sample

,of a r7nge of nnmpositinn 5n ensilon phase, Specimen 73A,. which was

heated at 250F. in oil for six hbous, also had some free zinc (no@

photogram type A, Figure 8, Appendix II). These temperatures are

probably too low. No experiments were conducted at higher temperaturle.!

in oil because the mineral oil had a flash point of 4C'?F.:;

During the time that these experiments were being carried on, a

separate investigation was made to establish beyond doubt whether zinc

V and iron do interdiffuse at 5000F. Two S.A.Se 4130 steel panels were

plated with 0.0003 inch of zinc. These were heated at 500O.F fotne

hour in a purified-nitrogenratmosphere. It was necessary to dissolve

some of the coating off because the zinc pattern might have overshadowed

the .sine-iron alloy lines, if any. No evidence of the interdiffusion of

zinc and iron was found. Zinc was plated first in some of the" subsequent

tests, whereas silver was plated first in others.

In preparing specimens to be used for "wet-dry" exposure,

diffusion was effected at 500F. for one hour in a purified-nitrogen

atmosphere.

The first signs of rust ware observed on the zinc-silver coatings

after four cycles in the "wet-dry" cabinet. The advance of rusting was

very rapid. Two speci:anzi which had been plated first wIL ..;it ZiflC were

AFTri? 5U,)2 A~l).2 18



heat treated in the sane way and exposad in t..e "weý-dr/' cabinet. These

failed about as rapidly as the first group. These results are tabulated

in Table 25, Appendix I.

The rapid deterioration of the diffusion-formed, zinc-silver-

alloy coatings was unexpected, in view of the irnisifficant igh1t

losses incurred by the cast specimens containing 25 per cent silver. (See

Final Revort. dated June 28. 1949.) What, if any. was the difference in

the two alloys?

Two of the cast specimens from the early w;ork were X-rayed. Aurs

epsilon phase (AgZn3) was found with no trace of free silver. A small

amount (30 -to 5 per cent) of. free silver was always found in the diffusion

coatings that failed. Thus, with free silver, the potential relation.-

ships are favorable for rapid corroton. The AgZn 3 ,has a potential

about equal to that of zinc, while the potential for silver is mors

noble by over a volt. The results of the X-ray diffraction studies are

given in Table 3, and typical photograwm are given in Figure 9j Appendix

II. When 3-1/2 hours of additional heat treatment as given to Speoir

4557-72A, the identifieation of the free silver na questionable

Specimen 4557-98A. ivhich was heated for eight hours at the saoe 500vF.

temperature, failed to shcw any free silver. (Standard A4Z0 gIhotogram,

Figure 9.,) The high-purity nitrogen that was used as an atmhere

during the heat treating contained small amounts of oxgen, which account

for the pre3ence of zinc oxide (Standard ZnO photogram, Figure 9,

Appendix II).

In accomplishing the apparent solution of the silver, an un-

desirable condition was created, The coatings flaked from Specimens

4S7-98A and 1557-98B, the latter being the more serious. A loose

A--,-R 5692 jiyp' j - 19
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flake fromi-98A had a small amount of free zinc. Free zinc probably

wiould not be harmful, because the AgZn 3 has about the same potential

as pure zi.,c,

Successive abrasions of Specimen h557-98A showed that the AgZn 3

existed throuuhcut th6 entire thickness of the -oatcJLng, A private

communication, received from the Standard Steel Spring Company, revealed

that flaking was alw3ys associated with zinc deposited tram a cVanide

solution. They developed a special acid solution* 'hich prevented

flaking. It was also learned that., in the preparation of the zinc-

nickel ("corronized")'coatings, the nickel is deposited first and is

covered with the zinc. Heat treating is done in-air at 700*F#, and

diffusion is reported to be complete in thirty minutes. No visible

oxidation takes place, but the resulting coating is a dark blue-gray in

color*

Taking a cue from that wirk, an sxp~rimmct was performed to

see if the a%4, sinc soauti:mon wma.I be e.L'eotiva in preventing flaking

of zinc-silver coati,4aj Two set. of fo o pp p each wo f

pared with duplex zinc-silver coatings. These are the first eight

specimens in Table 4. In all cases, the zinc was depoited first.

Four specimens received zinc coatings from the cyanide solute, and

the remaining four were coated in the special acid solution, All

eight were silver plated in the same way. The two sets were heat

treated simultaneously in air at 6001F, At the end of one, two, four,

and eight hours, one specimen from each set wam removed from the

furnace, No flaking was observed in the "acid" specimens, but the

.:cyanide:: specimens showed flaking. The acid specimenu hdd a pur apipuat-

ance, however.

The cimposition of the special acid-type solution is not given in this
report because no permission has been tranted to do sop

r/• IT) n 2 21
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Previous results had shown that, after eight hours of heat

treating, no free silver could be detected by X-ray diffraction.

hezL treatment. Also, the fact that no silver is detectad by X-ray

diffraction is no assurance that very small amounts are not present.

The experiment was repeated with the silver being deposited

fi rot, andA^r -onl ir t&^ ~4 A P4 rnp a^ 111+4 nn inc ifto aA Tbn r-ulwn at

ings showed no flaking. They had lustrous, m.at surfaces; in fact,

they looked better after heat treating than before. These specimens

were exposed-in the "we t-dry" cabinet and failed after only one cycle.

No difference due to .teat-treating time was observed.

The methods for pieting the duplex specimens are described in

Appendix I.

Apparently, the preparation of resistant zinc-silver coatings

by diffusion is not prccticable or will involve a longer research before'

success is attained* It may be that, in order to achieve a satisfactory

coating, codeposition studies will have to be resumed.

Mhe influence of the heat-treating atmosphere on the zinc-silver

coatings was tested by diffusing several duplex-coated specimens in

hydrogen. Uhen exposed in the "wet-dr/' cabinet, these specimens rusted

as rapidly as those heat treated in air (two cycles), Two specimens,

coated with a zinc-silver duplex, undiffused plate, were also exposed.

They showed rusting after two cycles, also.



Duplex plates, such as those with the zinc on the outside, would

be exp.etted to protect steel longer than for two cycles. The zinc made

up more than 0.2 mil of the total coating thickness (0.3 rnil), A

simnlA 7.1-rc "¢oaUUL-, 1 0,2-Mil thickness on steel would prevent rusting

for a longer period. The free silver is then probably the cause for the

rapid rusting. ;Whereas the test with duplex plates does not prove the

belief, it does support the idea*

The possibility of the coating being porous was eliminated by

testpg electrographioally, No pores were detected.

Tests on Galvanic Couples Formed From Aluminum and
Zinc- ilver Alloys

There is a possible danger in the use of alloy coatings which

contain noble metals for protecting steel parts of aircraft. -If the

corrosion prcducts from the alloy come in contact with aluminum or its

alloys, the noble metal might deposit (by chemical displacement) on the

aluminum. ThusO a couple would be formed in which the aluminum would

be anodic, and as such would corrode rather rapidly. Alloys containing

copper, such as brass, are "bad actors" in this respect.

The above discussion could also apply to zino-eilver alloys, the

corrosion products of which might contain small amounts of silver, If

a metallic deposit of silver formed on aluminum, the latter might corrode*

To determine the amount of corrosion brought about by such

combinations, a group of couples was exposed in the "wet-dry" cabinet.

Two zitypeIvpr alvs nraw naa one eanluntinuw u'7 par-----------A Ur21
- -r I -S %.CLL .a ~ - .LJ.&UIIs

other 25 per cent silver. Two types of aluminum were used, bare 24ST

-L J;i (:I 1



and 24ST Alclad. The aluminum specimens mneasured four inches by one

Inch., and the zinc-silvPr alloy pieces were about 3/4-inch square. The

zinc-silver alloy specimens were clamped to the aluminunm at one end by

means of the Lucite washers which support the specimens in the cabinet.

After l50 cycles (T5 aaya),tne couphI. ,ure CrflGV.d -3nd Cann...

The aluminum nas lightly corroded all over* There was no evidence of

Izalized corrosion at the interface between tt-e aluminum and the

sine-silver alloy, nor elsewhere.

The conditions in the "wet-dry" cabinet might not have been

favorable for obtaining galvanic corrosion. The mechanism would require

saws dissolution of the zinc-silver alloy, with subsequent precipitation

of silver on aluminum, thus fiorming a silver-alumlnum couple, in which the

aluminum is anodic@'

As mentioned above, copper and copper allcrs will act in this

way so as to produce copper-alumina couples, An a test of galvanic

action in the fwet-dry cabinet, several couples composed of alvminma

and copper and aluminum and brass are now bein& antposed. The test has

not been completedbut the results will be comnunicated at a later date*

Even though the sine-silver diffusion coatings had little

protective value, dropping them from further study is not yet recumnended.

it it% atill believed that zinc-silver alloy coatings, if properly pre-

pared, will be protective.

Sxperiments on tho Codepositicu of Zinc and Lead

Lead is soluble in zinc to the extent of about one per cent.

Beyond this amount ,there is complete immiscibility of the metals at room

temperature. Tests made early in this program on cast specimens

PFTh 5692 ri•Di 2 25



disclosed that one pur cent lead was insufficient for making a

significant improvement in corrosion resistance, An increase is

desired in the amount of lead in a zino-!ead alloy to be used as a

orotectivp 1,n•tingn

nlectrodcposited alloys other than zinc-lead alloys have been

prepared which show evidence of greater solubility than would be poe-

dio!'ed from the constitution dinorsan.. El rodcporttton, a... t is On.

possibility for making such alloys.

During the first year of work on this project, the codeposition

of zinc and lead from cyanide baths, containing tartrate and fluoride,,'.

was studied, Vlide variations in plate composition were observed even when

the plating conditions were apparently identicale No X-ray data were

taken, so it is not known what types atruct5& were obtained,

Assuming, howeverp that no variation from the phase diagram can

be expected, a quasi-alloy can be visualized comprising a fine dispersion

of lead in zinc. This may also be prepared by electrodepoaition..
61

Attempts to codeposit zinc and lead from fluoborate solutions

or zincate-plumbite solutions were unsuccessful. In all cases, lead alone

deposited. Examples of these solutions will be found in Appendix I.

This work continued with a study of baths in which the lead

exists as a complex chloride, Zinc does not form chloride otamplexes.

In that way, it was hoped to suppress the lead ion concentration, so

as to bring the respective deposition potentials close together*

Several lead-complexing agents were tested, Waat was sought was

a lead complex which would have a very low concentration of lead ions

-§TL 56?1 JuppI 2 26



in solution. This would shift the lead potential toward that of zinc

if the zinc was not complexede The static electrode potential of a

complex LiCl-PbCi 2 mixture was measured and compared wiith the potential

of a nitrate solution containing the dlmiu uaniCUZLtt±, f ....

results are given in Table 5. Complexing caused the potential to shift

only 200 mi-llivolts in the negative direction0  The potential of a

one-molal zinc chloride solution would be about -1.0 volt, on the

saturated-calomel scale. This leaves a difference of 400 millivolts

between the zinc potential and the lead potential in the complex

solution* Assuming the respective deposition potentiaekf to be close to

these values, considerable polarization would be required, in the case

of the lead, in order to have codeposition.

Zinc chloride is even more soluble than lithium chloride.

Accarding to the law of mass action, where the chloride ion concentration

is Increased the lead ion concentration will be decreased*

A concentrated zinc chloride solution was made up ani a relative-

ly small amount of lead chloride was added to it. Several plating

experiments were made using this complex zinc-lead solution, Table 23,

Appendix I, gives the details of the experiments. The best deposits

were crystalline and treed, with the adherence being poor. Analysis of

the lead in the deposit showed 95 per cent to 97O5 per cent. Since

much higher zinc percentages were desired, it was not thought worth

while to determine zinc except by differenco.

AkFT:' 54,92 Suppi 2 27



ITABLE 5 SINGLE ELECIRODE POThNTIALS uF hAD IN
NITRATE SOLUTICH AND COMPLEX CHLcrIDE
SOUTION. SAPUJfM-CALTUI) , SCA.",
VATJLES IN VOLTS. 900F,

U- -2
Elapsed &000"

Time Nitrate Chloride
(Mins.) Solutio* Solution*

3 -0.610

10 o-.611

13 -aO.U -

21 -o.hn -0.614

35 -0.415 -0.614

58 -0.407 ..o.63J

n.0 -o.W. -o.612

193 -o,4op .0.610

360 -.o.4% -0.608

Lead nitrate solution contains 41.3 g./l. Ft(N%) 2 or 25.8 g./l.lead.

Complex chloride solution consists of 35 g,./I tbck or 25.8 g./1,
lead in a saturated UM10 solution.

AFP. 50(f62 5udppl 2 28



Experiments on the Electrodeposition of Zinc-Tin Alloys

Thn f z~ni -t -- - -

the Tin Research Institute. Their foraulation has been used successfully

in England in several commerical units, Attempts to duplicate the

results at Battelle did not at first meet with success. It was necessary

tn ,nrrnAn thn 9.inn nnneAntration in order to cet Lhe desired plate

composition, A study of the problem revealed that high-purity stannate

must be used* In 2ngland stannatais made from virgin tin. In the

United States, sodium stannate is usually made .frcm tim-plate scrap and

other tin sorape Consequently, it contains organic Ard other impuritis*.

Ltaaple of British stannate was procured and with it the

recaanended bath procuced the desired plate composition.

Higk-purity stannate can now be obtained in this country from

the Metal and Thermit Corporation, Rahway, New Jersey.

Research also revealed that the bath should be held at operating

temperature several days before use. Apparently some of the chemical

changes are slow in taking place.

Full directions for operating this bath are given in Appendix I.

Manganese-Tin Alloy Coatings

Experiments on the Codeposition of Manganese and Tin

The investigation of this alloy grew out of a conference with

Air Force representatives when the decision was reached to abandon the

manganese-silver alloy in its favor, The manganese-tin constitution

AFTR 5692 Suppl 2 29



diagram discloses tnat tin is soluble in inanganese to the extent of G"

at room temporaLure. With higher pi-rcentages, intermetallic and possibly

brittle comonunris are fn-rmnrl £mpA.tocj 111 ztdzut.nrag

theO6 became the ;oal for alloy plates.

Preliminary experiments for the electrodeposition of manganese-

tin alloys were reported in the Final Report dated June 28, 1949. The

investigation has bean continnod w,6,ith stbdipm ns +nhe prV.nhrnph=et

solution and the thiocyanate solution. Neither of these solutions has

produced a deposit of the desired composition.

The pyrophosphate-type solution produced the better appearing

deposits1 so it was used for the quantitative trials. By increasing the

current density from 43 to 144 amps./sq.ftp the manganese contant rike

from 6.3' to 36%. A further increase in current density to 216 amps./

sq.ft, raised the snanganese content to 4%6, It appeared that further

increases in current density would result in smaller and smaller in-

creases in manganese content. Thus, a 92% manganese deposit or higher

from these solutions appears unattainable*

Lowering the tin content of the solution by 60% had very little

effect on the plate composition.

Attempts to improve the pyrophosphate solution resatited in better

appearing deposits, but the tin contents were still high. Zxperiments with

a straight sulfate-type solution resulted in deposits having a tin

content below 1%. Addition of a tartrate to the sulfate solution raisod

the tin content to the range 35-70%, The lower tin content was obtained

AFVTk 5-9:1 Suppi 2 "iO



at high current densities. By raising the MnSOo4 lH20 coacuntration

from hO gj/l. to 200 g./l., the tin content of the deposits was finally

lowered to about 12%.

7......12, bth tsrt-. and oxalate oresent, the krnu,,oH2 c.unweutr-tiOf

could be lowered to 40 g./l. to produce deposits with a tin content in

the range desired, When the oxalate was used in the absence of tartrate,

poor deposits of uncertain composition resulted. Furthermore, the tin

precipitated at a pH of 5 with only the oxalate present. VILuxi both

tartrate and oxalate were present, no precipitation took place upto p1I

6, at which point the bath seemed to function best. Current efficiencie3

are of the order of 15%.

Details of the experimental manganese-tin plating are given in

Tables 21 and 22, Appendix Io .

Static-Potential Tests

Table 6 gives the results of the static electrode potential tests

on electrodeposited manganese-tin alloys in 3% sodium chloride solutions

The data show two discrepancies in this series. The alloy containing

17% tin has a more noble potential than the 40% tin alloy, The "72%"

tin alloy has a potential value which is less noble than the one contain-

ing "65%" tin. One apparent explanation is that the analyses were in

error. The analyses were made on separate specimens plated under the

same conditions, so it is also possible that lack of reproducibility in

plating is the cause,
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One of the discrepancies in potential relationships was re-

flected in the degree of corrosion observed visually on the specimens.

The "17,l" tin alloy showed no brown corrosion productd, while the "hO4,'

1 .1,30 ARA 'P.------...nan4=~~ OA A ( nrl ?9't tin mhruxni n

br•m corrosion products. Therefore, it is known that there are
D•AUGALb-ti alloys having greatcr =crrelcn resistance thn,* has nupIr

manganese at least in 3% sodium chloride olution.,and which can be

expected to give sacrificial protection to steel. That is not known

is the exact composition for these alloys.

.fperiments on the Preparation of Manganese-Tin Alloy
Coatings by Diffusion

Subsequent experiments with the manganese-tin-plating bath

showed the reproducibility to be poor. As with the zinc-silver work,

time was an important factor, so rather than trace the cause of poor

reproducibilitys alloy coatings were prepared by diffusion.

In the work with eleetrodeposited alloys, those with a fairly

high (about 40%) tin content showed prospects of having good corrosion

resistanae and of providing sacrificial protection.

The diffusion coatings which were prepared contained about Qo'

tin. Manganese was first plated an electropolished S.A.E. 4130 steel.

Previous experience had demonstrated that electropolishing was necessary.

Apparently, there was something on the surface of the steel which inter-

fered with manganese deposition and which was removed by electropolishing.

This may not be true for other lots of the same alloy. The tin was
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plated directly on the manganese. The manganese-platad panel must be

immersed in the tin-plating solution with the current one Also, at the

instant of imtaersion and for about five seconds thereafter, the current

tnL.iby musT be aoove that normally used in tin plating. If those pre-

cautions were not taken, the tin did not completely cover the manganese,

and wnere it did cover it blistered. Details of the mangaiese-tin

duplex plating experiments are given in Appendix I.

No X-ray data were at first available for manganese-tin alloys,

Nevertheless, determination of the extent of diffusio,_ was possible.

Standard patterns for pure tin and for pure alpha manganese are known.

No evidence of free tin or free manganese could be found, so. the con-

clusion was drawn that complete diffusion had taken place. Data for this

test are contained in Table ? and Figure 8.

Under the impression that interdiffusion of the manganese and

tin was complete, several panels were exposed in the "wet-dry' cabinet*

The mancanese-tin coatings showed better inherent resistance to

attack than the pure manganese coatings. The characteristic brown

corrosion products did not appear so rapidly on the alloy coating as on

the pure manganese specimens. One specimen (4557-86c) had only 50 per

cent of its surface covered with the manganese-type corrosion products

after forty cycles in the "wet-dry" cabinet. The pure manganese coatings

were covered with the brown oxides after only two cycles. The other

three alloy coatings, while not so resistant as 4557-86c, did show

improved surface resistance. As for providing sacrificial protection,

however, the pure manranese was the batter. After 134 cycles, the stee?

AFTh 5692 otuppl 2 -4
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underneath pure manganese coating had not rusted. This was not the case

with the alloy coatings. Three of thtim shaffed iron rust, which covered

5 per cent, 15 per cent, and 50 per cent of the surface, respectively,

('See Table 2h. Aoppend' TT.)

A better i•hterprr;st-tn Qf these results can be made in the

light of X-ray diffraction measurements 9 and so this disoussior, will be

d~ferrec��_ u"t'l lALer in tnis report, where the X-ray results will be

discussed, Following this, it was planned to prepare a series of

manganese-tin alloys of different compositious. Calculations were made

for alloys containing 10 per cent, 25 per cent, 50 per cent, 75 per cent,

and 90 per cent tin. They were to be used'for the measurement of po-

tentials, which would define the cumposittitflmits within which

sacrificial protection would be expected.

Shortly after this work was stirted 1 X-ray data were found which

gave the identifying eharacteristics for manganese-tin compouwds*. With.

the now information, a diffraction pattern was made from Specimen 4557-87Ao

(Table 7 gives the results for this and other manganese-tin specimm•ns

Figure 10, Appendix II, shows the type of photograms obtained fram the

X-ray measurements.) The conditions for the preparation of Speomen

4557-87A were the same as for the panels exposed in the "wet-dry" cabinet.

The diffraction pattern showed strong tin and faint LnSn2 (Standard tin

and Type A photograrns, Figure 10). Some time following this diffraction

measurement, the specimen was observed to have developed a gray powder

*Hans Nowotny and K. Schubert, Motallforschung, 1, 17 L946).
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on its surfaceo This powder had not been there originally. The

diffraction pattern obtained from this powdery surface showed onýy tin

to be present. Successive abrasions showed the fruo-nanganese pattern

to bn inr4sn n L4 0+eitw+ (-txtrd -I-"-A-----

Figure 10i) Apparently, diffusion had not been completc. Also, with

forty weight per cent tin, one would expuet a compound such as lMn 3 Sn,

rather than UnSnq. At this point, the Preparation of the composition

series of manganese-tin coatings Yas deferred until further tests were

made in determining the conditions for diffusion0

Heat treating at the same temperature for a longer period (see

Specimen 5327-18A, Table 7) resulted in a stronger MmSn 2 pattern.

X-raying after abrasion again demonstrated that the ]lnSn 2 was only on

the s.rface, Seven days following heat treatment, the powder had re-

appeared, After additional heat treatment., only tin was found. Several

days later, the powder appeared once more* The surface underlying the

powder was X-rayed and only tin was found.

These experiments were repeated, using, instead of a duplex

plate, a coating with a total of six alternating layers, three each of

manganese and tin, The total thickneas was the same as with the duplex

plate (0.3 mil). This was Specimen 5327-24B. Essentially the same

results wore obtainod as previously.

The data from all these experiments show that the 3nSn2 is

concentrated in the outer layers, One explanation is that the manganese

migrates along the surfaces of the tin pores and finds its way to the
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surface. This phenomonun uf surface ail rationi has betn observed with

several other metal pairs. No reference to its occurrence in the case

of manganese and tin has been found, The thin coatings of tin used in

Hthi wan m~ ,ninbltsdlv porouns.

The only thought on tho formation of the powder is that i..nSn 2

is unstable and docomposue. Although m-anganese was not found when the

powdered surface was X-rayed, it may have been present, Manganese

does not give so strong a diffraction pattern as tin and could have

been overshadowed.

The "wet-dry" tests can now be examined in a slightly different

light. The so-called "manganese-tin diffusion coatings", as prepared
7

thus far, appear to be tritlex coatings, with a thin outer layer of

hnSn 2 , an intermediate laye;rof tin, and an inner layer of manganese.

Decomposition of the U1n22 layer would leave a duplex coating of tin

and manganese* There is sufficient difference in potential between

these two metals to cause rapid deterioration of the manganesep hence

the rusting observed in three of the four "manGanese-tin" coatinLs.

A few experiments were conducted where a Maganese-coated steel

panel was immersed in a molten stannous chloride bath. The manganese

displaces tin in the solution and molten tin forms on the surface. The

heat should cause the tin to diffusa into the manganese. A second inert-

salt bath would be necessary after the requisite amount of tin is

deposited. Diffusion could continue without additional deposition of tin.
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ixporiments on the preparation of ranýanose-tin diffusion coat-

ings by eloctrodepositing tin on manganese in a fused-salt bath were

discontinued because this method has too many practical disadvantages.

The manganese and the tin tend to segregate, and only small amounts

0± U,1S2 wore dutouted, -

In the previous work on manganese-tin, the heat treating was

done below the melting point of tin. Heating a duplex manganese-tin

nl•.e ahrnr• .hp mrltAno nnint, of tin did not increase the alloyinz.w

in fact, less alloying seemed to take place.

Zxamination of two of the codeposited specimens which were

prepared some time ago disclosed an unidentifiable phase. This phase

did not correspond to any of the phases repurted in the literatreo

Free tin was also found, but no free manganese was evident,

M~anganese-Zinc Alloy Coatings

Experiments on Manganese-Zinc Codeposition

Attempts to codeposit manganese and zinc began with a manganous

sulfate bath to which was added varying amounts of zinc sulfate. It was

found that the addition of one gram of ZnSOh.7H2 0 per liter of solution

resulted in a bright deposit. Analysis of this deposit shoed it to

contain 90-95 per cent man6anese. X-ray difiraction revealed an

amorphous structure,

A rapid corrosion test was made on thie brijht deposits by

placing several drops of distilled water on Li.e surface, dlithin less

than art hour the characteristic brown rian[,anese corrosion products were

visible, so that the inherent corrosion resistance of this coating

appeared to ue no better than thiat of pure -ianljaneSe.
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.ihen two or three irams of zinc sulfate were added to tlhu bath,

a black deposit was formed. Changes in the plating variables did not

result in a satisfactory plate when the zinc sulfate was higher than one

gramm peltcr i V*r , LI-LU Th tpcbi~ti wt~re not Improved by addition agents such

as thiosulfate, gum arabic, licorice, and boric acid.

Experiments with Lianganese-Zinc Diffusion Coatings

For the most part, the procedure in the preparation of diffused

binary-alloy coatinCs has been to deposit the higher melting metal

first* The manganese-zinc system was first attacked in this way.

The initial problem, of course, centered on obtlining adherent zinc

deposits ovcr the aan;anese.

Poor results were obtained with the special acid-type zinc

solution used in the zinc-silver work. The zinc deposit was sevurly

blistered* After sevnral strike solutions failed to deposit adherent

coatings, a dilute zinc cyanide strike solution was prepared and, by

its use9 better results wore obtained.

Specimens with 0.3-ail-thick coatings containing 25 per cent 1

50 per cent 9 and 75 pur cent manganese were prepared and heat trvatud

at 6000F. in air,for varying periods of time. Visual examination showed

that, aftor four hours, the surface had darkened somewhat in color. In

general, very littlk surface oxidation occurred during heat treating.

When the manganese was plated last, the surface oxidized heavily.

Table 8 Livcs the hoat-trcating data and thu phases found by

X-ray diffraction. Reference to Figuru 2 and Table 8 shows that



TABLE 8. RESULTS OF X-RAY DIFFhACTION EXAMINATION OF
MANGANESE-ZINC DIFFUSION COATINGS. MANGANESE
PLATED FIRST, EXCEPT AS NOTED.

Specimen Composition1  Dl ft'un Inn
.Number -L reight %) Treatment Phases Identified2

rent--iLA uv. n, KnAnflw Q1w l.&animin + r-h~ta Mn * vF-h~n0
Q 'J .wes Ow-.. - -. --- --- - -Jr --

-34G3 Ditto 23 Hrs., 60Fr., Air S-epsilon + F-beta Mi + VF-LIwn

-26F 4 Hrs., 600oF., Air S-epsilon + VF-beta t + VF-t('

-3IL) 7-l/2Hrs., 6000F., Air S-epsilon + F-beta Mn

-38A 75Mn - 25Zn 15 Hre., 6000 F., Air S-epsilon ' iF-beta Mn

-38H 259n - 75Zn 15 Hre., 6000 F., Air S-epsilon * F-beta Mn + VF-4nO

-74C 75Mn - 25Zn 'I Hrs., 6000F., Air M-epsll.on + F-beta MW
Cooled to 140OF. in
Furnace in 16 Hours.

-68F 50MD - 50Zn Ditto S-epailon + VF-bets Mn

-68D 50CM - 50Zn S-epailon + VF-beta Mn

-72D 25Mn - 75Zn S-alpha + ? Ma

1. Nominal.

2. The letters S, IS, M, F, and VF (strong, medium strong, medium, faint, and
very faint) refer to the relative intensities of thoe phass' diffraction
pattern. A question mark denotes that the identification of the phase was
doubtful.

3. Zinc olated first.
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diffusion took place essentially in accordance with the phase diagram.

Thu most rccnit manganese-zinc phase diagram is reproduced in this report

because it may not be readily available. The phases present (in the case

of the 50-50 alloy) weru those stable at about 5726F. (3000C.). The

presence of these phases was thought to be due to air quenching v-hen

the specimens were removed from the bOOFe furnaces Another group or

duplex manganeso-zinc-costed spucizunis was Lho treated in the same

way but was furnace cooled at a slow rate. The data in Table S show

that the slow cooling made no change in the results, except in the case

of the 25 per cent mangmnese alloy.

Several specimens were prepared where the zinc was d posited

first. 'These specimens oxidized heavily during the heat treating. *

Table 17, Appendix I, gives some typical plating experiments

in the-preparation of manganese-zinc duplex coatings.

Static-Potential Measurements on Diffused
Manganese-Zin c atings

S/ Table 9 gives the results of static-potential .neasurements for

7 three compositions of manganese-zinc coatings. The measurements were

made in 3 per cent sodium chloride solution at 900F.

These data show that sacrificial protection of steel can be

obtained from these compositions. This is expected, since each of

the elements is anodic to steel. The values at 360 minutes are, in

proportion to the manganese content. At the finish of the test, the

beakers containing tAo sodium chloride solution were observed; A small

amount of brown prucipitatu lay at thu bottom of th. bVakcr in wnich the

/YI{ 5692) -Jiqr-rI 2 4-



TABLE 9. STATI-POTENTIAL MEASURTZEtENS OF DlFFUSED
MANGANESE-ZINC COATINGS rN 3r' NaCI SOLUTION,
AT 90 0 F. SATflATSD-CAL0L1EL SCALE. VALUES IN

"VO..LT. TMi--IAL -VALUES FOR INCGANESE. ZINC;
Ai'h noaN ARJE INCLUDFD FOR COMPARISON,

Specimen Manganese Potential. •%, ERa Time a[$

mau~ne (Weilght %) 1 lHin. 30 iin. 60JOut 2&04VillaJ Pjiac

3180 - 37C 100 -1.390 -1.317 -1.316 -

5486 - 38B 75 -1.282 -1.038 -1.042 -1.075 -1.107

- 70A 50 -i.177 -1.053 -2.053 -4.040 -1.039

r38J 25 -l.O35 -1.030 -1.031 -1.024 -1.a6

2875 - 503 0 -1.048 -l.056 -1.0613a
(Pure zinc)I

2875- 33B- -0O619 -0.709 -0.707 - -

steel)



75 per cint mancaneso panel was tested. An equal amount of whitu pre-

cipitato was found in the beaker which contained tne 25 par cent

manganese panel. A much smaller amount of prccipitat; was observed in

the baker which contained the 50 per cent manganeso panel. It appears

that the 75 per cent mnganase alloy corrodes vary much like pure

manganeso, while tho 25 per cent manganese alloy corrrS moreXA like zinc.

The 50-50 alloy had the bettor corrosion resistance in 3; sodium chloride

solution.

Exposure toets with manganeso-zinc, diffusion-alloy-coated

specimens show this combination to have promise, The 50-50 coating

has greater resistance than zinc, but itis not so good as cadmium in

the "wet-dry" tost* This coating given sacrificial protection and has

an apparent advantage over pure manganese or pure zinc in that tho

corrosion products are more adherent and compact. Scattered, light-gray

specks wore observed on the surfaces of some of the spectiens (See

Table 26, Appendix II, for details.)

OCno of the difficulties with the visual examination of those

manganese alloys is the uncertainty in determining the initial rust.

The color of the corrosion products of the coating hides the presence of

iron rust, A non-dostructivo test on the corrosion product is required.

Examination under ultraviolet licht has boun triud, but without success.

Because of this difficulty, thu determination of the first rust in

several cases was questionable. The presence of rust was ascertained

after the specimens were removed from the cabinet,
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The 75 par cent manganese alloy corrodud vary much like pure

manganese, as did the coating whcre the zinc had beon plated first.

A second group of manganoso-zinc alloys wore exposed in the

"wet-dry" cabinet. This group included thrAn colitci 25 pcX centt

y • cint, and 75 per cent manganese. The results are detailed in

Table 27? ApindixL Ii.

With the exception of two panels with coatings containing

25 per cent nanLanese, all the -pnels have lasted longer than those

coated with pure zinc, This indicates that for improved resistance

the coatings should contain about 50 per cant manganese,

During this second test1 two of the panels showed small rust

spots after a few eycl4; but the rusted arais disappeared as the test

progressed. This phenomenon had not boon observed before. A possible

<explanation is that the nonferrou-j__% g~g aMgcproducts covered up the

ire rust1 and that finafy the iron rust bocamo sufficiently voluminous

so that it could be seen,

Manganesae-Copper Alloy Coatings

No work was done on manganese-copper alloy coatings@ It was

mutually agreed that such work should be deferred until the Navy outdoor

exposure tests on such coatings wore comploted. The development and

preparation of the coatings was carried out by Graham,Crawley,,and

Associates* for the Airborne Equipmont Division of the Bureau of

Aeronautics under Contract No. NOa(s)9930.

407 South Dearborn $tr..4t, Chicaro 5, Illinois.
475 York Road, j .nklntran, 1k nnsyivania.
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Manganese-Nickel Alloy C oatins

Experiments o the Codeositioan of Man ese -
and Nickel

Codeposits of manganese and nickel were obtained using a regular

manganese bath with small additions of nickcl sulfate, Quantitative

analysis showed these deposits to contain nnly 1.3% .-•7-a-ese Tri de-

posits wore not coherent.

Pyrophosphato solutions containing both manganese and nickel did

not give alloy deposits. Manganese, alone, was deposited from the pyre-

phosphate solution.

The compositionsof the solutions used and the plating conditions

are given in AppendIx I.

on w the Pro ~ration of Plangneos- -

In preparing manganose-niokel duplex plates, tUe manganne was

deposited co the steel from the manganoaa sulfate solution. Sound

nickel deposits co manganese were not possible fran a Watts-typo solution.

For the most part, the nickel deposited in i blistered form, and' where

it was not blistered, the adherence was poor.

A nickel strike solution (originally developed for plating on

nickel die castings) was not effictive in producing good deposits, either.

Thin nickel deposits have been obtained in this laboratory from a cyanide

bath, This was tri ed on the mangancs• a, after some experimental work,

TdUU



was found to bu Cffoctivu. Because the cyanide solution stops depositing

nickel whon a flash plate has boon attainjd, it was necessary to follow

it with a platz from a Watts-typo solution. Some typical runs arc given
in Table 18, Appendix I. The t.q.-st rnrAnr A i-n 4 + *bl....-,-

culmination of many unsuccessful attempts to ,aako a manýananesc-fickol

duplex plato. Vie heat-treating datatogether with the X-ray results

are Piven in Tabo1.TcW ijuaitmoiiun was chosen for uaeso tests

on the basis of previous tests with cast alloys. (See Final Report dated

June 25, 1949)

When hoat treating at 600"F. for 8 hours resulted in no datoct-

able diffusion, the same specimens were roheated at 1000"F. for periods

ranging from 1-1/2 hours to 21 hours. Table 22 shows that, with in-

creasing time in the ,furnace, the nickel and manganese lines became

weaker, until, at 21 hours, their idemtiicaticm were qstionable. At

the same time, iron became stronger, and a now phase, tentatively called

the X-phase, became apparent. This I-phase has not been identified

as yet. Moro work an these diffusion alloys will be necessary to clarify

this matter.

Experiments with Zinc-Chromium Diffusion Coatings

No report has been found in the literature that gives X-ray

data for zinc-chromium alloys. Diffusion may be detected by X-ray

diffraction in the absence of such data, if the X-ray pattern shows no

free zinc or free chromium, but does show some unknown phase, Of coutrsO,

this train of thought can lead to an erroneous conclusion, as in the

case of manganose-tin,
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TABLE 10. RESULTS OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION EXAMINATIeN
OF MANGANESE-NICKEL DJrTSION COATINGS.
MANGANESF PLATED FIRST.

Specimen Composition,

"IUiber _JWeJA,+ i!,) 3eat Treatment Phaes Identifiea2

5i486-620 75Mn - 251i I Hr., 600 0F., Air S-Ni + F-tn

-62D Ditto 2 Hrt., VIC0 F., iritt

"-62E " 4-1/2 Hrs., 600 0F., Air

-62F 6-1/2 Hrs., 6000F., Air

-62G " 8 Hrs., 600'P., Air U

Addition4 Heat

5486-620 75Mn - 25Ni 1-1/2 Hra., 1000F., Air S-Ni + S-un + M-Fe + VVF-X3

-62D Ditto 3 Kra., 1000'F., Air S-NI + S-ln + W-Fe + VF-I

-62E * 4-1/2 Hrs., bOO'?F., Air S-Nt + S-Mn + H-Fe + F-X

-62F " 6-1/2 Krs., 1000'1., Air N-Ni + ?-Mn + 3-?e + MS-X

-62G 21 Bra., WOOO9F., Air ?-NI + ?-tN * S-Fe + S-X

1. Nominal.

2. The letters S, US, M, F, VF, and INF refer to the relative intensities
(strong, medium strong, medium, very feint, and very, very faint) of the
pheses* diffrection patterns. A question mark denotes that the identification
of the phase is doubtful.

3. X- phase has not been identified, but does not annear to be a 1n - Ni alloy.
Some of the diffraction lines of this phase correspond to some of those of
MOnG. However, not all of the lines can be accounted for by this oomound.
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During the first ydar of work on this projcctthreo compositions

of zinc-chramium alloys were prepared in cast form. They contained

oh8 per cent, 2.0L per cent, and 5.36 per ccnt chrrwium, respuctively.

A;X-ray •a•abrnz were made for each of these alloy.- nhn 4+tterns

showed an unidentified phase (the I phase) to be present in the 2,0h1

and 5.36,. alloys, the latter having the larger amount, The chromium

contents of thosn alyn r-vq 1"erlct.l.- 1, but it iia thought, at

the time, that the patterns might serve as guides in the diffusion work.

Duplex plates wure prepared in two ways, with the zinc first

and with the chromium first. Standard chromium and zinc (cyanide)

solutions were used where the zinc was plated first. A special zinc

strike solution was used for plating on the chromium. The solutions

and conditions are given in Appendix IIH

The results of the diffusion treatment are given in Table 11.

Some diffusion took place,au shown by the small amounts of!Y phase.

Diffusion probably did not proceed frr.

Experiments with Cadmium-Chranium Diffusion Alloys

No X-ray data were found in the literature for cadmium-chramium

alloys.

The cadmium was plated first, and no difficulty was oncountered

in depositing the chromium over it.

It was thought that the cadmium and chromium would intordiffuse

at a relatively low temperature, but such was not the case. The results

are given in Table 11.
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Experiments with Mdanganese-Cadmium Diffusion Coatings

No special strike waa necessary for plating cadmium over

manganese. Good cadmium deposits were obtained from a standard bright

lIe •at�.i•_•t dul-j•un at c.urrent density of about 16 amperes per square foot.

Tlis4 ia" sLair LaLa thu usual 30 amperes per square foot custr!-I arily used with this bath. The only diffusion tests were made on panels

having a 50-50 coating. In all easses manganese was plated first. No

diffusion was datectod after heat treating at 5009F. for six hours.

Table 19, Appendix I, shows the plating conditions for preparing the

duplex plates, Table 12 gives the heat-treating data and the results

$ of the examination by X-ray daffraction.

Preparation of Outdoor Panels

The coated panels for outdoor exposure have been almost completed.

The dotailsv4 their preparation are given hare and will De given again

several years hence when the results of the outdoor exposure are reported.

First of all, the preparation of each type of panel roquired

some preliminary experiments to determine the current-density conditions

for good plate distribution. After this, the plating was fairly routine,

except in the case of the manganese-coated panels* A calibration curve

for the measurement of manganese plate thickness with the Magin-Oage was

not available. The calibratilozu made by first testing the thickness

magnetically, and thon,using exactly the sa'-ie spott,foa suring the true

th5cknoD of - i Is t w a2 iti"roscupu.
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TABLE 12. RESULTS OF X-RAY DIFFACTION EXAi'AI•ATION
Off.•' -AN"ASE..... ¶ -USnN COATINGS.
MANGANESE PLATED FIRST.

(.2.

$Ipsce~n Comnposition 1  Heat Phases

QVeight %)Tetmn dentified 2

E5W-92E 50 1a - l 1 Hr. 500F., Air S CD VVF CdO

"- 92 V D~tto 2 Bra. " . 'S-Cd

- 92 J 6rs " S -Cd

1. Nominal

2. The letters S and VF (strong and very, very faint) refer to
the relative intensities of the phases' diffraction patterns.
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To datu ,the zinc-tin, pure manganese, and manganese panels have

been coated. As this is being writtun,the zinc and cadmium standards

are in preparation.

The plating rack.. vinq&rjhec! 4n AnA4rT ,n..n nLis

producing deposits Of uniform thickness.

j Miscellane o-s Experimonts

Exposure Tests in the "Wet-Dry Sabinet

ManganesQ Coatings with Tin Overlay. Langanese coatings will

provide cathodic protoction to the underlying steel. However, the

manganese will deteriorate rapidly. As a moans of reducing this rapid

corrosion, thin coatings of tin plate were applied over the manganeseo

TWo tin-coating thicknesses, 0.00003 inch and 0,00006 inch, were

used. Neither was effective in reducing the corrosion in the "wet-dry"

cabinet, After one cycle, the surface of the metal was covered with

brown spots. Flash coatings of tin are inherently porous and break down

very quickly. Once this happens, acceleration of corrosion can be

expected because of the formation of tin-manganese couples.

Cadmium-Silver Alley Plate. Those deposits, containing 8%

silver, wure axposod in the scratched and unscratched conditions. Both

types showad rust after a single cycle. It is important to note that

toe corrosion progressed fairly slowly after the first 'appearance of rust.

At thu end of 100 cycles, the pure cadmium was in better condition than



th6 alloy, The latter exhibited rust spots and scattered white corrosion

products, whereas the cadmium had fewer rust spots and no white corrosion

products. The cadmium-silver plate appears slightly inferior to thu

pure cadmium plate. thile steel panels phated with zinc were not exposed

concurrently, it• n judcd4, .othe basis of previoua Lusts, that t he

cadmium-silver I1 suNrior to the pure zinc.,

Woeiht-Loss Results on the Cadmium-Silver Castings. Reference

to Table 13 shows that cadmium-eilver has about the same resistance to

corosion in the :'wet-dr" test as bas purs cadmium.

Zinc-Nickel ("Corrnisedj Coatings. The results for the

"Oocrronised 'coatings are given ja Table 26, Appendix II.

Three coating cmapnitiaa were expose& in all casaes, the

e $ cnatlzu •rusted beti the pure zinc coatings, which were

exposed as otidards. Thea o e *l-e-n& ..

rusting, varied with the owmoticn. Tb. higohr the niskel, the seroU

the advance of rusting. It appears, from the results of this te.t, that,

under conditions of moisture candensatim, such as are met with in the

tropics, these sinc-nickle alloys would not afford protection for steel.

Obeeatlans of scratched zinc-nickel-coated specimens revealod that

only a low degree of sacrificial protection could be expected where con-

densed moisture prevailed.

Whereas the nickel-zinc corronized coating appears to have

achieved success under other atmospheric conditions, the results in the

"wetl-dr••" test do not show such a coating to be a prospect for better

protection than pure zinc in the tropics.
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b'.up•.ER PER DAY FOR CAST CADATTiT•-

Specimen WAverage
SPOi ._ Weight Loss specimen _ _ht_ loss Weight tno(rdAl N br(d (udm),,0.0 2ob-5ooA, 1.33 3180-2,9F 1.47

i, 24 2875-60AI I,30 28 75-6CA2 1.47 .3
3.04 2875-60BI 1.22 2875-6 0 B3  1.38 1.30
7.95 2875i-.ocl 1.41 2875-6002 1,29 1.35



Cadýiui-Tin Coating~s. Both diffused and codeposited cadmi-m-

tin alloy coatings w:re tested.

Me specimens ware supplied by the Naval Air Experimental

Staticn, Naval Air Material Center, Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The diffused specimens measured 1-1/2 inches by 5 inches, and the coating

ranged from 0.35 mil to 0.43 mll in thickness, as compared with the 0.3-

---... v-- Thec •n-nAm4,mn..4n eoatings which wore co-

deposited from a fluoborato solution were plated on 2-inch by 3-inch

specimens and represented thicknesses from 0.05 all to 0.3 mil. Taking

these variations into consideration, the codeposited alloy is belicved

to be somowhat more resistant than the diffused coatinzs. Of the cadmium-

tin coatings, only th codapositod 0.3-nil-thick (13393-66L) coating..

prevented rusting and did not show tarnishing. The only change wms a

slight darkening. (Seo Table 25, Appendix I1,for details. )

A report* received from the Naval air iExperimental Station,

Naval Air Material Center, Navy Yard, Philadelphia, discloses that the

cadmium-tin-alloy coating deposited from a fluoborate solution is

superior to both diffused cadmium-tin coatings and cadmium-plated

coatings in the salt-spray and humidity tests. Atmospheric-exposure

teats indicated that the fluoborate-alloy coating and pure cadmium were

comparable in the protection afforded and both were superior to the

diffusion-alloy coating.

*Report No. AtL NAH AE 411027, Part II, Tin-Cadmium Alloy Coatings -

Report of Tests, Issued 12 May, 1950.



A XýlUpucation* b- B, i'- Scott and A. D. Gray, Jro.ef

,iright-Aoronautical Corporation, ,ivos salt-spray rm.sults for thc cadmium-

tin fluoborate coating. They report no rusting after 30 months in the

salt-6pray cabinut for coattnu- n d.. f4 j. , jiickness.

Static-potcntial mcaslrctnaLPtb in 3,t sodium chloride solution

i~rt made on the specimens 'from tnh Navy. Thisý was done to determine

whether the coatings could give sacrificial protaction to the stnAl.

The values are given in Table 28, Appendix i1,

Coatings Which Do Not Give Cathodic Protection. Recently, some

thought has been given to the possibility of investigating coatings

which do not give sacrificial protection to steel, but which ara not

=rýmh morm flle than steel, The initial test of tills idea was made

using a oodeposlted iron-chromium alloy. The method for depositing this

alloy has been developed at Battelle undor the sponsorship of the Army

Ordnance Department. This alloy contains 5 per cent iron and 95 per cent

caromium, and is deposited from a tri-valent chromium bath. Unlike the

chromium deposit from the usual chromic acid solution, this alloy' plate

is free of cracks. It was thought that the crack-free nature of the

plate would provide greater protection of the underlying steel. Specimens

coated with regular hard chromium were exposed simultaneously as controls.

Rust appeared on the iron-chromium and the chromium-coated

panels after two cycles* Two of the iron-chromium specimens were

removed after 2L cycles, and thu remaining two, after 64 cyclks. The

Iron Ago, January 18, pp 59-62, 1951,
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amount of rust {vas about thu. saae on all 'our panuls. TLiu progreSs of

rusting, beyond a ccrtain point, is slow. Detailed rtsults are given

in Table 26, Appendix II.

Since expuriments were being made with the olectrodeposition of

zinc-lead alloys, some pure lead coatings vicre exposed for comparison.

After two cycles, the panels were covered with loose, white corrosion

products. After four cycles, spots of rust showed.

The Affect of Lightly Nitrided Surfaces on the Corrosion of

Zinc Plate, A short investigation was made on the dffect of nitriding

the steel surface prior to plating. Zinc plate was used for this

study, because more information is available on the behavior of zinc

plate than for any other coating in the "wet-4dry1 test.

?--- -. . The panels with nttridem Surface requtd an average of thirty

eyolee-for initial rusting. The unnitrided panels showed the first

rust after only 20 cycles. The advance of rust following the initial

rusting was very rapid in both cases. The nonnitrided panels had 50%

of the surface rusted after an average of 76 cycles, and the nitrided

panelsash' 5W0- rust after an average of 78 cycles. It can be con-

cluded that, even though the nitridint delays the initial attack, the

subsequent spread of rusting is so rapid that the difference in initial

rusting has little or no meaning.

Durin, World W4ar II,it was reported that nitriding the surface

of Arri6 Forceastableware prior to chromium plating resulted in a

higher degree of corrosion resistance than offered by chromium-plated
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unnitridcd steel, The typu of plato which is deposited over the

nitrided surface may also influence the results.

A Proposed Graphical hethod for Improving the Tntnrnreteticn

af ,,ettnry Test..'ttL the number of cycles to initial rust are used as

a sole critorion of corrosion resistance, it is entirely possible to

draw false conclusions. Such would be the case with manganese-zinc plate

on which onun nr tv;n _qpet of runct a-car afto wia' -Lwu cyclos. Assume

that the initial rusting on a zinc-coated-panel occurs after twenty

cycles, The zinc-coated panel may be 50 per cent corroded at seventy

cycles, whereas the man&anese-zinc-coated stool, which rustled first, is

only five per cent corroded at seventy cycles. Thus, the progres• of

further rusting after the initial rust is also an important factor.

It is proposed, therefore,-to introduce a graphical integration

method which includes the initial rusting and the progress of rusting

thereatfter.

Figure 3 illustrates this method, The limit for recording the

extent of surface rusting has been arbitrarily chosen as 50 per cent*

A lower percentage can be taken if desired, The ordinate is chosen as

the per cent area rusted,'while the number of cycles are recorded along

the abscissa. By taking the area of the shaded sections in Figure 3,

a number is obtained (th-," index" ) which gives the relative resistance

of a coating, Thu upper curve shows how a zinc-coated panel might be

represented. The lower drawing in Figure 3, which ti2ht symbolize the

corrosion factor for manganese-zinc, shows earlier rusting but a vJry
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'slow advance of rust. The indexes show that the overall protective

value of manganese-zinc is greater than that of zinM alone.

The method does not allow for differonces in depth of penetration

of the corrosion. During the three years that the "wet-dry' test has

been in use, largo differences have not, been observed. if it is found

in the fu.turc that there arQ significant variations in depth of penetra-

tion, then this factor can be added in•

The graphical method has been applied to some of the more recent

tests. Table 27, Appendix II, gives the index values for plain zinc

plate, zinc plate on a nitrided steel surface, and various compositions

of manganese-zinc coating. The average index value for plain zinc is

439 and that for zinc on nitrided steel is 462., The index for the

nitrided specimens is slightly largerabut not large enough to mean that

an improvement has been brought about bynitriding the steel surface.

The results for manganese-zinc coatings show much larger

deviations than do the aforementioned tests. Because of this,it may

be necessary to apply statistical treatment to the results. This

possibility is being studied. For the present, avenges will be used.

For the 25%.manganese coatingthe average index is 684, for the 50W

manganese coating it is 878; and for the 75% manganese coatinE the

value is 1187.

The main purpose in applying the graphical method to these tests

at this time is to illustrate its use, It is believed that with

rvfinements it can be developed into a useful tool.
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Investigation of Corrosion Products, For some time it has

beon planned to study the corrosion products of 'vhc various coatings.

One objective is to determine tneo influence of the alloying elements

on thu nature and uxtunt of corrosion products. Knowing this, "design-

ing" an alloy coating for maximum protection would be possible,

Preliminary studies of manganese-zinc corrosion products are

givex; in Table 14. It is seen that zinc does influence the nature of

the corrosion products. No attempt is made at the present time to

correlate this information with othar corrosion data. Further studies

should be made before this is donme

EXPERIMENTAL WCltRt

Thu aparatus and mathods used for this work arc described in

detail in Appendix 1. Appendix I1 is a collection of tabulated

experimental data* -

*Laboratory Record Book No. 3393, pp. 57-1S ,
Laboratory Record Book No. 4557, pp. 4-lo0.
Laboratory Record Book No. 5022, pp. 1-67.
Laboratory Record Book No. 5327, pp. 1-58.
Laboratory Record Book No. 5351, pp. 1-81.
Laborntory Record Book No. 5486, pp. 1-100o.
Laboratory Record Book No. 5561, pp. 1-30.
Laboratory Record Book Nov 5617, pp. 1-23.

V
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TABLE 14 X-RAY DIFFRACTION RESULTS ON MANGAWtNF_.-
ZIiC CuttnLOSION PROPUCTS

Plate
Specimen Composition En203 H20 Un3O4 Unidentified

Number (reihtg 9)_ ,_ Phas .

4557-89 l0%a Strong

5486-38F 75Mm - 25Zn Medium ..Strong Very Faint

-7611 50hi 5= -- Ditto Medium

-76D 25Mm - 75Zn Medium
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FUTURC• .CRK

The future work comprises two phases under an extension of the

contracts

1. outdoor cxposure of the coatinLs discussed earlier in this

report.

2, Investigation of methods for electrodepositing binary

manganese alloys. The manganese-zi¢c, manganese-tin, manganese-copper,

manganese-iron, manganese-molybdenum, manganeso-nickel, and manganese-

chromium systems will be studied, with the emphasis on the first two

systems.
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APPENDIX I

This Appendix contains descriptions of zpparatus and methods

used for the work described hurcin.

Preparation of Throe For Cent Sodium Chloride
Solution for Static-Potential Measurements

The water used for the sodyin chloride solution was the regular

laboratory distilled water having a pH of 6.3. The salt was "Bakcr's

Analysa4!, chemically pure sodium chloride. The solution was filtered

and the concentration checked by accurate specific gravity measurement#

Static Electrode Potential aesasurementa

Apparatus

.'.. .......... ---

Figure 4 is a picture of the apparatuseas set up for measuring

static electrode potentials of four specimens concurrently. Also,

pictured in the figure are the additional pieces of equipment used in

the dynamic-potential measurements. No dynamic potentials were measured

during the current phase of this project because of reasons given earlier

in this report.

A Leeds and Northrup student-type potentiometer was used for

making the static-potential measurements. Beckman No. 4970 saturated-

calormel electrodes* were used as referonce electrodes. Originally, a

*Ijanulactured by the National Technical Labs., Pasadena, California.
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c ,.•.l•ry Oridfc w;mas usd aith the Beckman electrodes. The capillary

oridge was replaced early in this work with a salt-bridge junction tube

d-scribed by U. A. Perleyr. This bridge is nothing more than a Pyrex

test tube with a soft glass rivet blown into a hole in the lower end,

On cooling, the soft glass rivot ccntracts slightly moru than the y-r x9

l-aving a fine capillary crack. This crack is fLie enough to keep the

solutions on each sida of the rivet from interdiffusing. but laree

enough to allow electrolytic conduc-vity. It has an advantage, too,

in that it is more quickly set up than the formor type.,

The salt solutions were contained in 250-ml. beakers, which were

innersed in a thermostatically controlled water bath (-.1 in Figure 4),

which operated within ± 10F, of the desired temperature.

The specimens were supported in bakelite clamps which rested

on the edges of the boakers. A four-way, rotating, double-pole switch

(S3 in Figure 4) was used so as to make possible tha concurrent

measurement of four cells.

The potentiomotic clircuit vas aalibrated twice by the Battelle

Instrument Laboratory and was found to be accurate to 0.5 millivolt.

Method

Five milliliters of saturated potassium chloride solution were

placed in the Perley-typo bridge, the lower end of which was then

immersed in the sodium chloride solution, The Beckman calcmel electrode

Trans, Electrochem. Soc., 92, 497 (1947).
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was nixt ixmrsed in tth= potassium chloride solution in thc Prlcy

bridge. Thu bridge vas then adjusted so that the level of the sodium

ohlurids 3oluticn is above tnhat of the potassium chloride solution.

In this uay,any diffusion of the potassium chloride into the sodium

chloride is iainimized.

The clamped specimen was then immersed in the sodium chloride

solution. After one minute.tha initial notrntinl me•a.ramrnnt- wnq "ntiA

This short elapse of time allows the specimen to "settle down" to a

point where the potential is not changing very rapidly. Subsequent

measurements were made at whatever time intervals desired,

The "Wet-Dry Program" Cabinet

A lead-lined, cork-insulated plywocd box, measuring 34 inches x

25 inches x 25 inches, is the basis for the "wet-dry prograd' cabinet

pictured in Figure 5 . This box is equipped with a 1/2-inch-thick IWcite

door (A) (letters in parenthesis refer to Figure 5 ), on which the speci-

mens are supported by being clamped between Lucite washers in such a way

that the test pieces do not make contact with the 18-8 stainloss steel

machine screws which pass through the washers. Twenty-four specimens

can be exposed simultaneously. To prevent warping of the Lucite door,

the edges were tound with angle iron.

The Lucite door is opened and closed in a predetermined cycle by

a small motor (B), which, in turn, is actuated by a timing device (C)

cp.irating through r zlay (D). Thu motor (3) is a special type having two

£ijdu coils, Cfln of ;hhich "Ishades" tY; OI-.L, Causirh' r•-'.rs-
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Figure 5. "Wet-try Program" Cabirat. Shf,%ing itor Opens an& O~orro,;ing
Sýecimena in PlAce.
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To provide high nunidi:y mh t:a.- aýcr closed, w-iatsr in a

co:ýr :an is war.ed by an irv:t.rskon hmat-r. i:h jan -. asuar.•s 16 inches

x 16 incaes x 5 incots. Thc hLat-r (elctrical leads at F) is regulated

by a thermostatic control (hidden by plato G), and otxrat:s only ahen the

docr is closed. A constant-level d-vic• (-) is ccnnactad to thii coppsr

pan and naintains thbc water at a h-inch dc-th, The electric fan ou-rdtb6

when the dcr is opened., cooling and drying the specimer.s. .,hen thr. door

is closed a±,ain, the fan stops, and in tie humid atmosphere, moisture

readily condenses on the chilled specimez.a schematic drawing of the

electrical circuit is given in Figure 6.

... TffLam'nor chan cAi the electrical ei:cuit avebeen =ab since

Figures 5 and 6 were prepared, A new time contol has been installed

which allows greater latitude in oycling, and the original thermostatic

control has boon replaced by two cont.ýots canneoled I&s RodS - -.4

tag thromagh a "elay. The additioal control aso a I 'Nut ? beho

relay slatcoaaary',beouse Me -*mtro.le will not handle -the high current

drew by the heater. * "

- Utaik of £lectr

hotor - flO-volt A.C. Crise Electric MS . Ca*, Colmnbuhp-rmc

Tire Control - Two #303 controlleri" PaNngma -- ele b"tric...

Rivers, Wisconsin. The switches of these timers are

oonn.eted in series. Both must be closed for current

to pass through the circuit, but either one alone can

break the circuit. No, ccntrols wsre used because the
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FIGURE 6. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT FOR "WET-DRY PROGRAM"
CABINET.
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tabs on the circws- timc-setting plato could not be

sot for an interval as small as one hour.

Heater - Lo-Lag, 2000-watt, 230-volt copper-clad immersion heater,-.,';

American Instrument Co., Silver Spring, Jiaryland.

Relay - Double-pole, double-throw relay. Struthers-Dunn, Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Notes In Figure 6, the

relay was not roprosented as being of the DPDT type for

reasons of simplicity.).

U Thermoregulator - Two, 110-volt, 10-amp. thermoswitches connected

in.serias. Fenwall, Inc., Ashland, Massachusetts.

Removal of Corrosion Products for Weight-Loss Tests

The corrosion products were removed fram the cadmium-silver

casting an tepr gq" hetest pieces i~rr

100 ml. of a 1 per cent solution of sodium-cyanide at 709F. for 20

minutes. After 10-minutes had elapsed, the surfaces were brushed

lightly while tho specimen was still immersed. A second 20-minute

immersion in a frash portion of solutionwith brushing as above,

completed the removal of the corrosion products., Blank tests showed

the above treatment to remove only insignificant amounts of metal.

Each speci-aon was examined at 20X magnification with a binocular

microscope to be sure all nonmetallic material had been removed. The

specimens wore then reweighed and the weight-loss calcalations made.
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"TPrhuparatidff of £xptrimental Diffusion Coatings

Apparatus

The plating apparatus used in preparing the duplex deposits

preparatory to diffusion was in no way unusual. One- to three-litcr

quantitics of plat ing solhtions wcrtt used, and these were contained in

Pyrex betters. Heat was supplied to the solutions by thermostatically

controeled glass-sheathed immersion heaters or by thermostatically

controlled hot plates. The direct-current source was a l$-volt generator.

The current was controlled by variable resistors, and Weston laboratory-

model voltmeters and ammeters were used for voltage and current readings.

After the duplex plates had been prepared, they were heat treated

in one of three ways to cause interdiffusion and alloy formation. At

first, when it was believed that an inert atmosphere was required, thf•

heat treating was done in a tube furnace. Later, the heat treating

was done in regular heat-treating furnaces with an air atmosphere. A

few specimens were diffused at 4OOF. in a mineral oil bath. This

temperature was too low, and was not raised because the oil had a flash

point of JhO*F. 0

Methods

Preliminary duplex plates were made on 1-inch xis-inches x .Ol5-

inch SAL 1010 steel panels. Occasionally some of these were us 1 izn

subs,.;qu4 Lusting, but for the 1nost part SAE 4130 panels measuring

1 inch x 4 inches x 0.063 inch were used for "wet-dry" and other tostinC.

" -,.. .," "', . , ,pl ,- 7/'



The SAE 4130 test pieces wore-cut from strips measuring 4 inches

x 18 inches, which had first beun bUlt polished to a 2 40-Lrit finish.

The 1 x 4-inch test pieces were tiwn numbered and stored in oil until

"-sed,

The plating methods are discussed individually below,

Zinc-Silver. The plating solutions, conditions, and finishing

sequences for the zinc-,siilver duplui 0-4tW- arg- giva4 in thic -cetion.

Table 15 contains weight of coating data for several typical

samples,

A n- odi•ý,. ýate Treatment for Promot
Adhesion of Silver to Stcel F -_ -

.... H3PO% (8500 me..

1120 500 ml.

Teo eratri 130@F.

Current Dwaitrr 100 ASF

Times 2 minutes

.. _ _ct a_. ..... Stainless steel-

.First Silver Strike

AgoN 2o0 g./1.

KCN (free) 15 44a/.

Temperature - 80F*

Current Density. 5 AS?
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TABLE 15a R7E-SPTIVE WGTSTnU OF SIL %0 J ZI C ^ IN. i , i,

DUPLEX COATINGS "HICH -ERE DIFFUSED AT
500'0F. FOR ONE HOUR AND EXPOSED IN 'ET-
DRY CABINET. SURFACE ARSAs SIX SQUARE
I•'CFES.

_4. 557-454 4557-252 4557-75C 4557-751)

Neight of silver, g. 0.M" 0.0771 0.0742 0.0741

"Weight of zino, g. 0.2516 o.a9 0.2523 0.2521

Per cent silver 22.5 23.4 22.7
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Zinc Plate*

Zn(CN) 2  90 g1./4.

NaCN 37.5 .I,.

NaOH 90 g./l.

Tempearaturea _ 1

Current Density: 60 ASF

Anodeso Zinc

Cyanide Dip

KCN 100g Q,

Alkaline Cleaner

Anodex* 75

Tesperature s 2001*F.

Crent Dee~itu 10S

Finishing Se.uq_.re for l,,•imv!•+•

I-) Anodic,? alkaline clean, 1 minute.

(2) Hot-water rinse.,

(3) Anodia, phosphate treatment, 2 minutes.

(4) Hot-water rinse.

(5) Cyanide dip, 10-20 seconds.

ý*This bath was used at first but was later replaced by a special acid

solution developed for another sponsor, No permission has bean granted
to reveal its composition.

LuacDermid, Inc., W..aterbury 20% Conn.
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(6) First silvor strike, 20 seconds.

(7) Silver plate, 5 minutas.

(8) Distillod-fater rinse.

(10) Zinc pla*te, 5 minutes.

(11) Cold-water rinse and dry.

ianganese-Tin. The plating solutions, conditions, and finishing

sequences for the manganese-tin duplex plating are Ziven in this section.

Table 16 gives some qypical examples of manganese-tin duplex plating.

danpneso-Plating Solution

)'40n4SO- 2 0 40 &./l.

(NH&0 2So3 135 g./l.

&~7H20 OS5 g./2.

Temperatre; 10074.

Current Density: 45 ASF

Anode:s Carbon rods in hlundum cups

Anolyte: (NH,) 2SO4 135 g,/l.

pH: 7.5

Tin-Platine SolutIo,

K2 c: &37 i." 100 g./i.

NaOF 7.5 g./1.

S=-5692 $u:•mr"
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Temperatures 175"F.

Current Density: 20 ASF

Anodes s Steel

Finishing Sequence for Manganosc-Tin
pe t . ..Plates .

(1) Slectropolish*, 5 minutes.

(2) Alkaline clean, anodic, 1 minute.

(3) Hot-water rinse.

(4) H01 dip (1 vol. 37% HCt, 3 vols. H2 0), 3 seconds, 70F.

(5) Cold-water rinse.

(6) Uanganese plate, 7-1/2 minutes*

-(7) Distilled-water rinse.

(8) Tin plate. Enter solution with current on. (See Table
-46-s sodMuuent values.)

(9) HIM* w dandE

IMnM~e-zin# The plating solutiona, oonitiane, and finishing

sequences for the manganese-zinc duplex plating are given in this section.

Table 17 gives some typical examples of wanganese-zino duplex plating,

ýImganese-Pla tins Solutiw

Imn%.Hgo ho g4.

(M 1 2 s04 135 ge..

Na2 SO3"7H2 0 0.5 g./l.

Process of Battelle Development Corporation, Columbus 1, Ohio.

,tt;5(2 ujp! 22c
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Tempera turm; i lO 0r.

Current Density; 45 A6F

Anodz Carbon rods in Alundum cups

Anolyto, (1H) 2SO4  135 a./1.

pH, 7.5

zinc Strike

Zn (CN) 2  5-7.5 g./1.

NeON 5 g../1.

NaO 5 6./l.

Temperature b0F.

Current Density: 40 ASF

Anodes . Stainless steel

Tim 1 1 minute

lotes Imzearse manganese-plated panel
with current on.,

Zlp-Plating Solution

Zn(CN) 2  9o g./l.

NaOH 90 g./l.

Temperatures 1206F.

Currunt Densityl 60 A s

Anodess Pure zinc (ba.ged)

"'6/fl Sr8l 2-2



Finishing Sequence for Manganese-Zinc Duplex Plates

(2) Alkaline clean, cathodic one minute, anodic 15 seconds.

(3) hot-water rinse.

(4) ik2SO dip (1%Q H2S04 ), 10-15 socs., 80F.

(5) Hot-water rinse.

(6) iaanganose platu.

(7) Hot-water plus distilled water rinse.

(8) Zinc strike.

(9) Hot-water rinse plus distilled water rinse.

(10) Zinc plate.

(3) Rinse and dry.

1•sA~e- Z -Eb. plating solutions, caiditJa, and finish-

-s _ ng soquenoos Zga agampmeo-nickel duplex plating are Given in this

section,

Tablo 18 contains plating data for some typical examples.

Uansanese-Plating Solution

1b2SWCh.H20 4o0 g./l,

(NH) 2 %so 135 g./l.

Na2SSOy3 7H2 0 0.5 g./l.

t Process of Battelle Development Corporation, Columbus 1, Ohio,

AfFTR r692 Suppl E 83
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Temperature: 1000F.

Current Density. 45 Aa;F

.nodesij arbn rodsm inft 4udr ,cu-a

Anolytog (NH4)2so4  135c/.

PHI 7ir.5s

Nickel i$trika- Sol1UtI.on £II Plttg nildr~anese

__.__IiCM)2 91.3 .l

KCN 100

Na2B,407OH.o2o 20 g./l,

Temperature: 809F,

Currant Dornsi~ty 1  24 ASF -- U
Anodes. Steel

NJickel-fla ting S oluti on

N:t.S'3) 7-1?O 300 g./l. -

N I- Cl6, £0 g./1.

H0B03  35 g./1,

Harshen- XXX-.D* 2 0 m1lJt

Ncllez This solution was purified by the

usual methods.

Harahaw Chemical CompanyI ClevelandOo.--

J1FTH 5692 Suppl 2: P5



,u.rr,.;nt D,.:rsitys 40 A--

-,:ICxIU in ca:3

2.8

Finishing Sequence for Liangan,ýsa-!Iickol D'uplx flat,ýs

(3.) thrxouogh (7) Same as for manganase-zi-c.

(8) Nickel strike.

(9) Fiot-.water rinse plus distilled water rinse.

(10) Niokel pla te.

(A1) Rimse and dry.

Zag.owtcqeuzD. The pJAtiLag *lutions, conditions., and finish-

jr lug aang iar ;iven in this

Chromium-Plating Iuii)'aqt

Cr03  250 g./1.-

so04)~

- l



Zi.c Strike

ZnO 2'./I.

Temperatureo 70*.

Current Density: 120 ASF

Times 15 seconds

Anodes& Lead

Zinc-Ala ting Solution

_U 9)2 0o g./l.

-- NaCN 37.5 g.A.
a.. .... "" E 90 g./i.

Sa tuel 1Z0OF.

Current Densitya 60 AS?

Anodes& Zinc (baggod)

plating bihen Zinc noas S%

(1) aikalino clean, anodic, 1 minute, 50 ASP.

(2) Hot-wtat• rinse.

(3) Acid dip, 3N H23S, 30 seconds, 80.

(4) Cold-water rinses

(5) 10 seconds'dip in 10% NaCN solution, 70"O.

(6) Cold-,iator rinse.

in -(2 Apt•l 2 87



(7) Zinc plate.

(8) Hot-wiater rinse.

(9) Chromium plate.

Finishing Sequence for Zinc-Chromium Duplex
--lating, W~.hen -Chromiun Ywas Plated Fir7st

(1) Alkaline clean, anodic. ! arinutnt 50 ASF.

(2) Hot-water rinse.

(3) Acid dip, 3 N HSO, 30 seconds, 80F.

(4) Cold-water rinse.

(5) Chromium plate.

(6) Hot-water rinse.

(7) Zinc strike.

(8) Cold-water rinse.

(9) Zinc plate.

Cadmium-Chromium. The plating solutions, conditins, and

tSM*ng sequences for the cadmium-chromium duplex plating are given

in ts section.

Cadmium-Plating Soluti__

Cedolytc single salt* 120 g./l

Temperatures 30°F.

Current Density; 25 ASF

Anodes: Stool

*The Udylitu Corporation, Detroit 11, Michigan.

* ;IR 56,92 Suppl 21 88



Chromium-Plating Solution

Cr03  250 g./l.

Current Densitya 225 ASF

Anodes. Antimonial lead,

Finishing Sequence for Cadmium-Chrunium Duplex Plating

(1) Alkaline clean, anodic, 1 minute, 50 ASF.

(2) Hot-water rinse.

(3) Acid dip, 3N H2ý2% 30 econds,, 80?.

(4) Cold-water rinse.

(5) Ten seaods dip in 10% aCN solution, ?OF.

(6) Cold-water rinse.

(7) Cadmium plate.

(8) Cold-wator rinse,

(9) Chrauia plate.

Mlnganese-Cadfmu. The plating solutions, conditions, and

finishing sequence for the manganese-cadmium duplex plating are given

in this section.

Table 19 contains data for the preparation of some typical

specimens.

AFTR 5692 Suppl 2 89
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Manganese-tlating Solution

znSO 4H.H20 . 140 g./1.

Na2 SO3 .H 2 0 0.5 g./1.

Temperature- 100"F.

C,,urrent Densityv lI5 ASER

Anodess Carbon rods in Alundum cups

Anolytd, (NH4 )2 S04 135 g./1,

pH& 7.5

Cadmium-Plating Solution

Cadolyto single salt* 120 g./19

Temperatures 809F.

Current Density: 30 ASF

Anodes Steal

Finishing Sequence for Manganese-Cadmium Duplex Plating

(1) through (7) Same as for aanganese-zinc.

(8) Cadmium plate.

(9) Rinse and dry.

The. Udylito Corporation, Detroit 11, ?iichigan.

-- 5692 "uts3 ] 2 91



Zinc-Silver Codepositi on

Small portions of solution, usually 100 ml., were used in the

zinc-silver codeposition experiments. The usual apparatus, consisting
or variable rheostat, ameter, voitimetr, ctc.,,.as used. The solutions

were contained in a beaker and were heated by inmorsion in a thormo-

st•"ti-'c aclly controlled water bath.

Table 20 contains tLe details of exaeriments in tVe iodide

solution. The details of the composition and operating conditions for

the thiosulfate solution are given below*

Thiosulfate Solution and Conditions for dnce-
Silver Electrodeppsition

Na2 S2 03 (anhyd.) 200 g./1.

A4to0 3.6 g./1.

Na2So 3 ,?H2 0 0.36 g./i.

12 35 g./l.

823,sp. Or. 1.85) 0.36 e.1.1

Solution used with agitation and with or without 2 g./lo gelatin.

Anodes Carbon

Cathode& Stainless steel

Current Densitys 18 ASP

Temperatures 70*F.

AFTR 5692 Suppl 2 92
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Manganese-Tin Codeposition

One liter portions of the solutions were used in the manganese-

tin codeposition cxpariments, Again, the usual typo of apearIt~uS wao

used.

Tables2l and 22 Five the experimental dttails for this work.

Mangaiese-Nickel Codeposition

The solutions and conditions used in the manganese-nickel

codoposition experiments are given below.

Solutions and Conditions Used for
Langanese-Nickel Codeposibion Experiments

Ammonium Sulfate Type

'I

SoIution A. nS0.%-H0 4o g./l.

(NH 4 )2 SO4  132.5 g./l.

Na2SO3 .7H20 0.25 g./l.

pH adjusted to 7.5 with 1-1 i;hiHC

Solution B., NiSO4,6H2 0 50 g./i.

Plating Solution. Solution A 200 ml.

Solution B 5 ml.

elating Conditions Anode, Carbon

Cathode, Stainluss steel

AFTR 5692 Cuppl 2 95
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Current Density: hO ASF

VoltsS 3.5

Temperatures 900F.

PyroPhOs-hate Type

Solution A. iin3SOliH20 40 g./l.

Solution B, KJ2 O7 .SH 2 O 800 g./l.

Solution C. N'4SOj.6H2 0 50 g./l.

Plating Solution. Solution A 10 ml,

.;ater 100 mli

Solution B 50 ml.

Solution C 5 mi.

P__tinE Conditions, Anode, Carbon

Cathode, Stainless steel

Currunt Density: hO AS?

Volts: 3.7

Temperature: 1200F,

pH not measurud

Zinc-Tin A llqy FlatinF

This bath ha5 buen described by Cuthbxrtsont. For convenience,

the bath formula and glating conditions gr; Aiven hcre. In addition,

¶.vcral Prtcessar; prlccautions art menntioned.

J. Jluctrcch-nr. Scc. 94, 73 (l9Lo).



"Zinc-Tin Alloy-Plating Solution

Tin (as sodium stannate) 30g/l

Zinc (as 7.inc cyanidde) 2.5 g./l.

zi' Odiunm hydroxide3 (free) 4-5 g.O/1.ITotal cyanide* 25-28 -. /l.
Free sodium cyanide 17.5 G,./l.

Te-mperature: V4 O'F.0

Anodcs 3 Cast 2O,ý zinc - 6QJý tin alloy.

Current Density' 25 ASF

Notea Aiib-purity sodium atainte miust 1),u used. For commercial

units,, a special arade is procurable from 1ýetal and Thermit Corp.,,

Satiny, N. J. For experimental solutions,, tho C. P. stamzate mada by

the J. T. Bako-r Chemical Go., Phillipsburg, N. J.,is suitable.

The bath should bejiaeka up as fo~lcava fill the container to

two-thirds or its volume with water, prafuraby distilled or softened,,

and he~at to 1l00F, Dissolve sodium cyanide, sndium hydroxide, asnd

zinc cyanide,in that o-rder. Finally add sodium stannate, Analyze the

scolution and -idijust the c ompon;;n I-s.

it s -n-to to hold the bath at lh0O%'. for 2-3 days bcforc-

platia&.-

Li t'.rat~urw- en th- Lath ci. btaine,ýd fcathe Tin R-e~sýar':h

institute, 4n. 92 J~~hAva;iue, *ol-x-u-u 1, -1niio.

ncpreýssd 3! sc~illi . cfhl:

AýflR 53692, Surni 2 102



Exp2rimental Zinc-Lead Alloy Fluoborata Solution

Solution A: (Concuntrate as supplied by
General Chemical Co.)

Free H3 BO3 3.54,,

Solution Bs (Conccntrato as supplied by
General Chemical Co.)

Fb(BF4 ) 2  50% (by weight)

Free HBF 4  0.7/

Free H3 B B.3 O.C5

Solution 4557 -9Q

Solution A 100 .410

Solution B 10 ml,

Hide Glue (40 g./l.) 2 inl,*

Dilute to 400 ml.

Temperature Uu - 120CF.

Current Density. 10 - 40 ASF

pH, 0.0 (paper)

Resultss Spongy deposit containing only lead.

AlR 5692 3i.rl 2 103



2xperimental Zinc-Lead Alloy

Zincate-Plurmbite Solution

Zincate Stock Solution

;•aUH 255 -. /l.

Rochelle Salt 35 *./lS

Zincato-Plunbite Solution

Zincate Stock Solution 400 mle

Pb(OH)(C 2 H30 2 )3  1 g.

RH 774* 0.5 ml,

Tempera turo a 7JrF.

Current Densitys 10 ASF

Result: Spongy deposit containing lead only.

Zinc-Lead-Pelating Solution

ZnCl 2  1000 g.

H20 500 a.

PbCk 20 0.

Temperature: 170°F.

Currunt tknsities: 2%c fable 23

4 n ndr4 Platinum

E. I. dui Pont du iUfmours Co., [:;iamington, Del-

AFlr 5692 Surbi 1
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In preparing the zinc-lead chloride solution, the lead chloride

was not so readily soluble as it was in lithium chloride solution,

It was necessary to keep the solution hot in order to prevent pre-

cipitation. It may be that the material which precipitates when the

solution cools is not pure lead chloride, but is a complex such as

ZnPbClL.

Cadmium-Silver Plating

Cd 0 32 :./l.

AgCN 2.1 z./l.

NaCN 83 g./l,

La 9CO3  10 g./1.

NH4OH(28") 2 411./I,

Free sodium cyanide 32 &./l.

Temperatures 90@F.

Current Deauitys 21 ASF

Voltage$ 2.2 volts

Anodes. Steel

Analysis of Deposits 7.4% silver

Iron-Chromium Alloy ilating

A complete description of t~ll process for platin& iron-

2
1 o.vrallo1y "!il frnnrd in 11_• rinal Technical ianort entitled

"A Research Investigation of Possibilities for Obtaining Hot-Hard

Ulectrodeposited Chrcmium or Chromium-Base alloys for Canaion" (restricted).

This work sas done : or tfld Army Ordnance Degart.:int under Contract 133-

019-OaDf-6397.
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Zinc!-Nickel _"Corronized" ) Coatings

Panels coated with several zinc-nickel alloys were supplied

frue of ciar"6u by tnm 3tandard Steel Spring Company, Coraopolis, Pa.

Nitriding of the Stci Panels

The 1-inch by h-inch SAS 4130 panels wore placed in a tube

furnace, ammonia was passed through the furnace, and the temperature

was raised to 9750F. This temperature was maintained for four hours.

The specimens were then cooled in 'ihe furnace in the ammonia atmosphere.

The surfaces had the dull-gray appearance characteristic of a nitrided

surface. Scratch testing showed the surfaces to have been hardened,

Preparation of Four-Inch by Six-Inch Steel Panola

The SAS 4130 steel used for these panels measured 4 inches by

18 inches by 1/32 inch as received. Before cutting to the desired

size of 4 by 6 inches, the steel was cleaned and polished. The larger

Slze permitted easier po14s~hing.

The panels were cleaned in a hot, alkaline, soak clianer. They

were then polished on 210-grit, substantially new, emery belts.

The final finish was with a sisal buff (Tampico wheel). This resulted

in a finish about equivalent to a 300 grit, The panels were then cut

to the h-inch by 6-inch size, care being taken not to mar the surfacas.

The panels were stored under kerosene until ready to plate.

AMR 569 SuprT. 2 107



DeLription of Plating Racks forFour-Inch by
Six-Inch C3aituls

The so-called "robber" wai formed from 1/8-inch by 1-inch hot-

rollud, plain-carbon steel. The robber was bent into a rectangular

frame muu.uEinL. (4 itzche by 414 ivIetus, ins!4.de dimensions. The two

ends of the frame were welded togather. The steal panel is supported

within this frame by three contact points. Two of these are located

on the inside of the iower 4h-inch section arnd are rigid. The third

is a spring clip located at the upper hi-inch section. A rod is

brazed, end on, to the outside of tVe upper W2-inch section. The rack

is suspended in thie bath by this rod. Fiimre 7 is a photograph of the

plating rack, with a h-inch x 6-inch panel in place.

A slight modification of the rack was necessary in order to

get good distribution whert plating manganese, The one-inch-wide strip

was narrowmd to three-quarters inch, and four quarter-inch holes were

drilled in the top strip to allow the gas to escape,

The plating, solutions and finishing sequences used in preparin:

the outdoor panels hwave been d4acribed earlier in this section,

Three thicknesses, 0.1 mil., 0*3 ril,, and 0.5 mil,, were

prepared for each tye of c•oatinag and four panel3 for each thickness.

The iaga•e.-Gage was used for determining thickness. A tolerance of

1,,relative to the nominal thickdosses given above .-as allowed. The

magnets t.'t sore available a•re caliLratced "ur mniananese plate.

AF'T 5692 Supril. 2 108
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AOP3NDIX 11I

This Appendix contains tabulatA-- data on the "wet-dry" tests.,
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TABT.E 28. nrTILTLZAACRS7V4Ei-L LIFFUSWN1
ALLOYS IN THREEFEECKTsCJ HC.:

SOLUI TON AT 900 F. ZalTrh4CED-LOL

Volts* at flapsen ~'ime of:
Specimen 1. 30 60 120 150 180 36

N:unber Y~n 1.'n. -Lin. 1J-.. "~In% LUn Y

455r7-7213 1.020 1.o3 8 1.043 1.0O17 - 1.049 1.050
Z-n-nLg (diff'used)
approx. 25q, Ag

t557-76A~l) - 0.740 0.747 0.753 - 0.755 0.756
Cd-Sn (diffused)

4557-76B(2) 0.729 .7-1 0.7,08 0.732 - 0.733 0.730
Cd-Sn
(cod eposited,

4557-&A 1..- 2 1.0P5 1.02C 1.C32 I.14 1.1X33
Mn-Sn (diffuscJ)

2275-72B 0.590 0.710 0.707 - 0.707 -

SAE 4.130 ateel

* LI truhs. ro nArstive.

(1) Srnecihens rece~ved fro- Air ?etrrials Laboratory, &!avP1 Air
Pa-terie) r'enstar, Nevy YArd. thilade~lnhja 7e. Cotnposliton

(2) 1ýecelved from sam-e nrurce as 4557-76A. Counosition approximately 50.-50.
P.Aorvtn.4*A fTwen, flninhorate solution.

AThP "62 Sappl 2 i3
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